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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The resolutions of the solar neutrino problem and the atmospheric neutrino anomaly

established non-zero neutrino mass and neutrino oscillations in a three flavor framework.

It is also known that the neutrino oscillation phenomenon gets enhanced in the presence

of matter, particularly for matter with a density gradient and this effect is known as the

Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) mechanism [1]. The parameters involved in this

three flavor oscillation are the two mass squared differences ∆m2
32 and ∆m2

21 (∆m2
ij = m2

i−
m2

j) with (m1, m2, m3) the three mass eigenstates and the three mixing angles θ12, θ23, θ13.

A number of accelerators and reactor experiments also gave independent support to the

oscillation hypothesis.

On the other hand neutrinos emitted during the explosion of a core-collapse supernova

(SN) turn out to be important in probing both neutrino properties and SN mechanism.

Though only neutrinos from the SN 1987A explosions have been detected so far, one hopes

to observe neutrinos in terrestrial detectors in future SN explosions at galactic distances.

The neutrinos emitted during the explosions of core-collapse SN pass through a very large

density gradient and undergo the MSW resonant flavor conversion. The flavor conversion

can give information on neutrino mass hierarchy and the third mixing angle θ13 [2, 3].

In the last few years it was realized that a crucial feature in the study of SN neutrinos

comes from the collective neutrino-neutrino interaction at very high densities of the core

and this may change the emitted flux of different flavors substantially. Initial studies

have shown that effectively the collective evolution of a three-flavor (νe, νµ, ντ ) system

can be treated like a two flavor (νe, νx) scenario, where νx can be νµ or ντ or a linear
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combination of νµ and ντ [4, 5]. The flavor evolution has been found to be driven by

the effective mass squared difference ∆m2
13 and the mixing angle θ13, whereas the other

νy remains unaffected by this collective effect. This two flavor scenario shows that for

inverted hierarchy (IH, ∆m2 < 0), above a critical energy (split energy Ec), the spectrum

in both the electron neutrino (νe) and antineutrino (ν̄e) sectors end up with a complete

exchange or swap with νx and ν̄x respectively, this is referred to as a ‘spectral swap’,

whereas the Normal Hierarchy (NH, ∆m2
13 > 0) is more stable under collective neutrino-

neutrino interaction[6, 7, 8, 9]. Thereafter studies concerning the role of equipartion

in energy and variation of luminosity in collective effect found interesting possibility of

multiple splits in the supernova neutrino spectra for IH [10, 11, 12]. Single spectral split

for Normal Hierarchy has been also reported for certain values of luminosities. Thus

through detailed analysis of the luminosity variations one observes different spectral split

scenario. One noteworthy characteristic of the collective effect is that it is felt only within

a few hundred kilometers from the center of the core. However recent studies have shown

that the solar mass squared difference ∆m2
12 can also give rise to swap, which starts a

little late than the ∆2
atm driven one and hence the calculations are needed to be extended

upto about a thousand kilometer [13, 14]. These three flavor analysis results showing the

possible importance of both mass squared differences are very sensitive on the strength of

the neutrino-neutrino interaction potential. For possible smaller values of the neutrino-

neutrino interaction potential by one order will again give back the effective two flavor

results [14] . Hence for studies with shallow neutrino-neutrino interaction potential the

effective two flavor treatment seems a reasonable approximation.

This thesis studies mainly three aspects of SN neutrinos. The first aspect is regarding

the effect of neutrino-neutrino interaction on the neutrino spectra. It has been seen

that the number of split in the spectra and the split energy depend on the variation of

initial relative luminosity or relative flux of different neutrino species. This dependence is

extensively studied in the thesis. We analyzed the variation of split patterns with initial

relative flux for different possible models of SN neutrino spectra.
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Another aspect we discussed in this thesis is the prospect of SN as a r-process nucle-

osynthesis site in light of this variation of split patterns due to neutrino-neutrino interac-

tion. Though the site for the mechanism of rapid capture of neutrons leading to synthesis

of heavier element or r-process nucleosynthesis is not definitely known, supernovae are

considered to be excellent candidates for it. One of the criteria for the rapid nucleosyn-

thesis to take place is that it has to be in a neutron-rich region. With the two competing

beta processes n + νe → p + e− and p + ν̄e → n + e+ occurring in the hot bubble and

neutrino driven wind region, the minimal condition is that the electron fraction ( defined

as the number of electrons divided by the total number of baryons), Ye < 0.5.

The r-process in SN is expected to take place in the neutrino driven wind deep inside

the supernova (within a few hundred kilometers). Since the collective flavor oscillations

also happen very close to the neutrinosphere, it will definitely make an impact on the

r-process nucleosynthesis. Hence we studied the effect of spectral splits on the electron

fraction (Ye) which is a diagnostic of successful r-process nucleosynthesis in supernova.

We also considered the inverse problem i.e. to study the possibility of putting constraints

on the initial relative fluxes by demanding the neutron rich condition of Ye.

The other aspect studied in the thesis is the Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Background

(DSNB) or the relic background of neutrinos emitted from all past SN. Our study included

the fact that the DSNB can be affected by the collective as well as MSW oscillation. Since

the two oscillation effects happen at two widely separated region, typically collective ef-

fect around a few 100 km and MSW around 104 − 105 km, they are considered to be

independent. In our analysis we considered the effect of these oscillations on the SN

relic neutrinos. We also studied the variation of split patterns coming from the varia-

tion of initial relative flux and discussed how these split pattern variations can affect the

DSNB flux. The important problem of mass hierarchy in neutrino physics is examined

using the DSNB event rate and favorable situations where the inverted hierarchy can

be distinguished from the normal one identified. The realistic situation of a distribu-

tion of supernovae as a function of the relative neutrino and antineutrino fluxes are also

considered while investigating this issue.
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1.2 Layout of Thesis

In this thesis we explore the implications of neutrino oscillations in the context of

supernova neutrinos. We performed detailed analyses of the SN neutrino spectra con-

sidering neutrino-neutrino interaction or collective effects. We investigate the effect of

variation of initial SN neutrino spectra models along with the variation of initial relative

fluxes of different flavors. We found the consequences of this variation of split patterns on

the process of heavy element nucleosynthesis inside SN and also on the relic background

of neutrinos coming from past SNe.

We begin in chapter 2 with the presentation of the general structure of neutrino oscil-

lation in vacuum and in matter. We analyse the adiabatic and non-adiabatic propagation

of neutrinos in a medium where density is varying and also present the expressions for

survival probability.

In chapter 3 we give a brief description of the core collapse SN mechanism and neutrino

emission from such stellar collapse. We describe the different classification of SNe and

show how a wide class of SNe can explode with the same core collapse mechanism. All

these core collapse SNe (CCSNe) go through similar kind of stellar evolution. We describe

the present status of our understanding of core collapse process briefly. This includes the

neutrino emission mechanism of the CCSNe and we mention how these neutrinos can

carry valuable information about SN.

The study of SN neutrinos is taken up in detail in chapter 4 describing the effect of

neutrino-neutrino interaction or collective effect in the very high density region of the

SN core. We give a general formalism of neutrino oscillation considering the collective

effect. We describe how the difference in initial relative flux can give rise to difference in

split patterns of the SN neutrino spectra. We discuss the possible split patterns for both

normal and inverted hierarchy.

In chapter 5 we analyse the effect of the flux of oscillated neutrinos radiated out in core

collapse supernovae on the electron fraction and discuss the possibility of getting allowed

regions in the relative flux parameter space for r-process nucleosynthesis. The minimal

criterion for r-process on which we focus is that the electron fraction Ye is less than 1
2
.
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We calculate the electron fraction (Ye) as a function of the radius of the core and find

the oscillatory behavior in the bipolar region due to collective effects, before saturating

to a constant value which depends on the initial luminosities and the pattern of flavor

swap. In the analysis different models of neutrino energy distributions are used. For each

of the spectra initial fluxes of different flavors are varied and constraints on the initial

neutrino fluxes consistent with successful r-process nucleosynthesis are found in form of

the exclusion plots.

In chapter 6 we describe the general structure of diffuse Supernova Neutrino Back-

ground (DSNB) in the context of collective neutrino oscillation. Neutrinos accumulated

in the universe from all past SN explosions form a cosmic background, known as the

diffuse supernova neutrino background (DSNB) or supernova relic neutrinos. We dis-

cussed the estimation of DSNB with a simplified assumption of collective effects. In this

chapter earlier considerations of matter induced resonances are followed by incorporating

the ‘collective’ effects in the high density central regions of the core. Our studies on the

effect of the collective flavor oscillations on DSNB fluxes and the corresponding predicted

number of events in terrestrial detectors showed that the event rate can get substantially

modified by collective effects. The detectors considered are water Cherenkov [like Su-

per Kamiokande (SK), Hyper Kamiokande (HK) and both SK and HK with Gadolinium

loaded (GDSK and GDHK)], Liquid Scintillator [like LENA] for antineutrinos and Liquid

Argon detector [like GLACIER] for neutrinos. The results also show that observation of

the DSNB fluxes at earth can shed light on the neutrino mass hierarchy for very small

mixing angle θ13(< 10−5).

In chapter 7 we analyse the fact that the DSNB flux comes from a superposition of the

fluxes from all past SNe and since the initial flux conditions are expected to be sensitive

to the properties of the progenitor star and since we have a whole distribution of stars

which end as SN, realistically one should not take all supernovae to have the same relative

neutrino and antineutrino flux. Thus a distribution of SN as function of the relative fluxes

should be considered and event numbers averaged over the distributions are calculated.

The main focus is to check the effect of the distribution of supernovae with initial flux on

the possibility of distinguishing neutrino mass hierarchies through the observation of the

5



DSNB signal. Since the distribution of the initial fluxes over all past SNe are not available

to us, we parameterise this by different distributions like log normal and uniform etc. In

this chapter we calculate the DSNB event rate averaged over these distributions mainly

for antineutrinos in both hierarchies and with very small mixing angle (θ13 < 10−5).

Our analysis in chapter 7 shows that if one assumes that all past SNe were to pro-

duce identical ν̄e fluxes, then it would be possible to distinguish the normal from the

inverted hierarchy using the DSNB signal even for very small θ13 with megaton-class wa-

ter Cherenkov detectors. However, once the distribution of the fluxes from all SNe are

taken into account, the situation becomes more complicated. In the scenario of low mean

values of the initial flux ratio distribution, the mass hierarchy determinability through

DSNB is found to survive the averaging though the difference decreases significantly with

respect to the one without the distribution. However for larger values of initial flux ratio

it becomes impossible to distinguish hierarchy through DSNB once the distribution is

taken into account.
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CHAPTER 2

Basics of Neutrino Oscillation

In standard model neutrinos (ν) are considered to be massless. However the idea of

neutrino oscillation involving neutrino mass was introduced by Pontecorvo [1] more than

fifty years ago. In the last decades experiments involving atmospheric and solar neutrinos

conclusively established non-zero neutrino mass and gave strong support to the oscillation

hypothesis.

Neutrino oscillations are the most sensitive probe of ν’s mass. Solar and supernova

neutrino experiments are able to search for the ν-mass as small as 10−5 eV or even

smaller far beyond the reach of the direct kinematic search experiments. Normally in ν-

oscillation experiments, neutrinos are produced by the charged- current weak interactions

and therefore are weak flavor eigenstate neutrinos νe, ντ , νµ. The neutrino mass matrix in

this flavor basis is in general not diagonal. However the mass eigenstates ν1, ν2, ν3 form

a basis in which the neutrino mass matrix is diagonal and these eigenstates propagate

in time. Thus the mass eigenstates are in general different from the flavor eigenstates.

Therefore the probability of finding a neutrino created in a given flavor state to be in the

same state (or any other flavor state) oscillates with time.

In this chapter we introduce the basics of neutrino oscillations. First we discuss vacuum

oscillations in two and three flavor scenarios. After that we treat the matter interactions of

neutrino, starting with a constant density medium and later consider the varying density

case.

2.1 Vacuum Oscillation

Weak eigenstates νl’s (l = e, µ, τ) are created in charged current interaction and

neutrino mass matrix in this flavor basis is in general not diagonal. The flavor eigenstates
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νl can be expressed as linear combination of physical mass eigenstates (να) (α = 1, 2, 3)

through the unitary transformation.

|νl〉 = ulα|να〉, (2.1)

, here the summing is over the repeated indexes and ulα denotes the ‘lα’th element of

the unitary matrix U. The relation for antineutrinos is exactly the same but complex

conjugating the elements in the mixing matrix |ν̄l〉 = u∗lα|ν̄α〉. The time evolution of the

flavor eigenstate comes from the time evolution of the mass eigenstates, thus

|νl(t)〉 = ulα|να〉e−iEαt. (2.2)

Thus amplitude of finding a νl′ in the original beam of νl is

〈νl′ |νl(t)〉 = 〈νβ|u†βl′e
−iEαtulα|να〉

= e−iEαtulαu
∗
l′α. (2.3)

Therefore, the probability that a νl will be found in a original νl′ after time t is

Pνlνl′
(t) = |〈νl′|νl(t)〉|2

=
∑

α,β

ulαu
∗
l′αu

∗
lβul′βe

−i[Eα−Eβ ]t

=
∑

α,β

|ulαu
∗
l′αu

∗
lβul′β| cos[([Eα −Eβ)t− φll′αβ ], (2.4)

where, φll′αβ = arg(ulαu
∗
l′αu

∗
lβul′β).

Now most of the practical cases of neutrino oscillation involve relativistic neutrinos where

one can use the approximation

Eα ≃ |p| + m2
α

2|p|
≃ E + m2

α

2E
, and therefore, Eα −Eβ =

m2
α−m2

β

2E
=

∆2
αβ

2E
.

For this extremely relativistic case x ≡ t, thus

Pνlνl′
(t) → Pνlνl′

(x)

=
∑

αβ

|ulαu
∗
l′αu

∗
lβul′β| cos

(

2πx

Lαβ
− φll′αβ

)

. (2.5)

where, Lαβ is defined as oscillation length Lαβ = 4πE
m2

α−m2
β

= 4πE
∆2

αβ

.
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2.1.1 Two flavor vacuum oscillation

Consider the situation of oscillation between two neutrino flavors |νe〉 and |νµ〉 . Let

the mass eigenstates be |ν1〉 and |ν2〉 having energies E1 and E2.

The transformation matrix between mass and flavor eigenstates U takes the form

U =

(

cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ

)

.

Thus U is now a real unitary matrix and therefore the conversion probability is,

Pνeνµ(x) = sin2 2θ sin2

(

∆2
21x

4E

)

= sin2 2θ sin2

(

πx

L21

)

. (2.6)

The above expression shows oscillatory behavior in x
E

, explaining why we use the

nomenclature neutrino oscillations. Moreover the amplitude sin2 2θ contains the constant

mixing angle and only non zero mixing angles give rise to successful mixing. The other

oscillatory term sin2
(

∆2
21x

4E

)

shows the importance of non-zero mass square difference in

neutrino oscillations. Thus existence of neutrino oscillation signifies the existence of at

least one non-zero neutrino mass and as well as mixing of neutrinos.

One can look at some of the limiting cases of Eq. 2.6 involving the oscillation length

L21 and understand its importance:

1. If x << L21, then there is no oscillation.

2. If x is an integer multiple of L21, Pνeνµ = 0 i.e. Pνeνe = 1

3. If x 6= integer multiple of L21 then oscillation takes place.

4. If x >> L21 then the transition probability oscillates very fast, resulting in the

averaged probability at the detector, < Pνeνµ > = 1
2
sin2 2θ .

2.1.2 Three flavor Vacuum Oscillations

In this subsection we will discuss very briefly about vacuum oscillation among three

generation. For the simple case with CP conservation one can derive the probability that
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a νl′ will be found in νl beam at a distance x, i.e.

Pνlνl′
(x) =

∑

α=β

u2
lαu

2
l′α + 2

∑

α>β

ulαul′αulβul′β cos

(

∆2
αβx

2E

)

,

= (
∑

α

ulαul′α)2 − 4
∑

α>β

ulαul′αulβul′β sin2

(

∆2
αβx

4E

)

. (2.7)

If one assumes that

∆2
21

2E
x≪ 1 [i.e. m1 ∼ m2] and ∆2

32
∼= ∆2

31.

Pνlνl′
(x) = δll′ − 4ul3ul′3(δll′ − ul3ul′3) sin2

(

∆2
32x

4E

)

. (2.8)

Now consider the mixing matrix for 3 generation with CP violation

U =





c12 c13 −s12 c13 s13 e
−iδ

s12 c23 + c12 s23 s13 e
iδ c12 c23 − s12 s23 s13 e

iδ −s23 c13
s12 s23 − c12 c23 s13 e

iδ c12 s23 + s12 c23 s13 e
iδ c23 c13



 . (2.9)

Here cij = cos θij and sij = sin θij and δ is the CP phase. If one ignores CP violation i.e,

CP phase δ = 0 or π, the survival probability of νe is

Pνeνe(x) = 1 − sin2 2θ13 sin2

(

∆2
32x

4E

)

. (2.10)

This coincides with the survival probability in the 2 flavor case if we assume the mass

squared differences to be such that ∆2
31

∼= ∆2
32 and mixing angle is θ13.

Consider another limiting case:

∆2
31

2E
x ∼= ∆2

32

2E
x ≫ 1.

In this case the oscillations due to ∆2
31 and ∆2

32 are very fast and will lead to an

averaged effect. Then the survival probability becomes

Pνlνl′
(x) = δll′ − 2ul3ul′3 (δll′ − ul3ul′3) − 4ul1ul′1ul2ul′2 sin2

(

∆2
21x

4E

)

. (2.11)

From here the survival probability for νe is :

Pνeνe(x) = cos4 θ13

[

1 − sin2 2θ12 sin2

(

∆2
21x

4E

)]

+ sin4 θ13. (2.12)
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Oscillation Best fit ±1σ
parameter

∆m2
21 7.65+0.23

−0.20

| ∆m2
31 | 2.40+0.11

−0.12

sin2θ12 0.304+0.022
−0.016

sin2θ23 0.500+0.07
−0.06

sin2θ13 0.010+0.016
−0.011

Table 2.1: Present best-fit values of the three-flavor neutrino oscillation parameters with
1σ errors. These best fit values are obtained from global analysis with solar, atmospheric,
reactor (KamLAND and CHOOZ) and accelerator (K2K and MINOS) experiments [2].
The mass squared differences ∆m2

21 and | ∆m2
31 | are given in units of 10−5eV 2 and

10−3eV 2 respectively.

Again assuming small θ13 will lead to the same results as in two flavor case i.e

Pνeνe(x) → 1 − sin2 θ12 sin2

(

∆2
21x

4E

)

. (2.13)

To summarize we have five neutrino oscillation parameters in 3 flavor analysis without

CP violation: They are the two mass squared differences and three mixing angles. Out

of them only four are more or less well determined. The atmospheric (∆2
31, θ23) and solar

(∆2
21, θ12) neutrino parameters are known from the oscillation experiments, while θ13 and

the sign of ∆2
31 remain unknown. The present best fit limits on the parameters are given

in the Table 2.1. For the 13-mixing angle, at this moment we have upper bounds coming

from null results of the short-baseline CHOOZ reactor experiment with some effects also

from solar and KamLAND data. Finally if one considers CP violation in the analysis then

no limit at all has been yet obtained for the CP violating phase in neutrino oscillation

experiments.

Though from solar experiments we know that the solar mass squared difference (∆2
21 =

∆2
sol), is positive, while the sign of∆2

31 or ∆2
atm, is yet unknown. This sign determines what
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is called the neutrino mass hierarchy, ∆2
31 = |∆2

31| corresponds to normal hierarchy, and

∆2
31 = -|∆2

31| to inverted hierarchy.

2.2 Neutrino Oscillations in Matter

Oscillation of neutrinos in matter is significantly different from the vacuum oscillation.

Most importantly matter effects on neutrino oscillations can give rise to the resonance

enhancement of the oscillation probability - the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein(MSW)

effect [3]. The neutrino conversion probability in vacuum can go upto a maximum of

sin22θ, and for small mixing angles it is always small. Matter can enhance neutrino

mixing and the probability can even reach close to 1 even when mixing angle is very

small.

Neutrino Oscillations in supernova and solar environment are strongly affected by

matter. Neutrinos can get absorbed and scattered through matter constituents and hence

their momentum and energy can get changed. But the probabilities of these processes

are typically very small as they are proportional to the square of the Fermi constant

GF . Neutrinos can also experience elastic forward scattering i.e their momentum remains

same. This process is coherent and creates mean potential (V ) for neutrinos and this

potential (V ) is proportional to the number densities of the scatterers. The potentials are

in 1st order of GF so they are also quiet small, but if we compare them with characteris-

tic neutrino kinetic energy differences ∆2
αβ/2E they are comparable or even larger than

∆2
αβ/2E and can affect neutrino oscillation.

2.2.1 Evolution of neutrino states in matter

All three flavors νe, νµ, ντ of neutrinos can interact with electrons, protons and neutrons

of matter through Neutral Current (NC) mediated by Z0 boson whereas νe can have

Charge Current (CC) interactions with the e− of the medium and this CC is mediated by

W± exchange.
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Consider the CC interaction. At low energy the effective Hamiltonian is

HCC =
GF√

2
[ēγµ(1 − γ5)νe][ν̄eγ

µ(1 − γ5)e],

=
GF√

2
[ēγµ(1 − γ5)e][ν̄eγ

µ(1 − γ5)νe] [By Fierz Transformation]. (2.14)

To obtain the matter induced potential of νe, we fix the variables associated with νe and

integrate over the variables that corresponds to electrons. Therefore,

Heff(νe) = 〈Hcc〉electron = ν̄eVeνe.

Moreover

〈ēγ0e〉 = 〈e+e〉 = Ne, 〈ēγe〉 = 〈Ve〉,

〈ēγ0γ5e〉 =

〈

σ̄e · p̄e

Ee

〉

, 〈ēγγ5e〉 = 〈σe〉,

where, Ne is the electron number density. For an unpolarized medium of zero total

momentum only the 1st term of the above expectations survive. Thus we obtain,

(Ve)CC = VCC =
√

2GFNe.

Similarly the NC contribution, VNC to the matter induced neutrino potentials,can also be

found . As NC interactions are flavor independent it has same contribution for all three

flavors.

For an electrically neutral medium the number densities of protons and electrons are

same, hence the corresponding contribution to VNC cancels. The contribution due to the

NC scattering of neutrinos gives (Va)NC = −GFNn/
√

2 where, Nn is the neutron number

density.

Together we get,

Ve =
√

2GF

(

Ne −
Nn

2

)

, Vµ = Vτ =
√

2GF

(

−Nn

2

)

.

In case of antineutrinos, Va → −Va

For evolution of a system of oscillating neutrinos in matter we have to go back to the

flavor basis as the effective potential of neutrinos are diagonal in this basis.
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Let us consider the two flavor case with νe and νµ,

|νl〉 = ulα|να〉 [l = e, µ] U =

(

cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ

)

.

In absence of matter the evolution equation in mass basis is

i
d

dt
|να〉 = H|να〉 [α = 1, 2]. (2.15)

H is diagonal in this basis H =

(

E1 0
0 E2

)

. (2.16)

For flavor basis the evolution equation is,

i
d

dt
|νl(t)〉 = H̃|νl(t)〉. (2.17)

Expanding the flavor eigenstates in terms of mass eigenstates,

i
d

dt
|νl(t)〉 = i

d

dt
[ulα|να〉] = iulα

d

dt
|να〉 = ulαH|να〉 = ulαHu

†
lα|νl(t)〉, (2.18)

i
d

dt
|νl(t)〉 = uHu†|νl(t)〉.

Comparing them,

H̃ = uHu†.

For relativistic neutrinos

Eα ≃ p+
m2

α

2E
.

Therefore,

H =

(

p 0
0 p

)

+

(

m2
1

2E
0

0
m2

2

2E

)

.

Thus the evolution equation is

i
d

dt

(

|νe(t)〉
|νµ(t)〉

)

=





(

p+
m2

1+m2
2

2E

)

− ∆2
21

4E
cos 2θ

∆2
21

4E
sin 2θ

∆2
21

4E
sin 2θ

(

p+
m2

1+m2
2

2E

)

+
∆2

21

4E
cos 2θ





(

|νe(t)〉
|νµ(t)〉

)

.

Since the terms within the first brackets in the diagonal elements modify the common

phase only and since neutrino oscillations depend on the phase differences, this term have

no effect on the evolution.
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Therefore, the evolution equation in vacuum in the flavor basis is

i
d

dt

(

|νe〉
|νµ〉

)

=

(

−∆2
21

4E
cos 2θ

∆2
21

4E
sin 2θ

∆2
21

4E
sin 2θ

∆2
21

4E
cos 2θ

)

(

|νe〉
|νµ〉

)

.

For matter induced ν evolution equation as there are free electrons in the matter ( and no

free muons) one has to add Ve to the first diagonal element of the effective Hamiltonian

H̃ in the above equation.

i
d

dt

(

|νe〉
|νµ〉

)

=

(

−∆2
21

4E
cos 2θ +

√
2GFNe

∆2
21

4E
sin 2θ

∆2
21

4E
sin 2θ

∆2
21

4E
cos 2θ)

)

(

|νe〉
|νµ〉

)

.

The evolution equation depends on Ne, which can depend on co-ordinate and time.

We will consider two cases one with Ne a constant and another one with Ne varying with

distance.

Constant Density Case

Here we take Ne to be constant. Diagonalization of the effective Hamiltonian gives

the following eigenstates in the matter.

νA = νe cosφ+ νµ sin φ,

νB = −νe sin φ+ νµ cosφ,

where, the mixing angle φ is given by

tan 2φ =
2H̃12

H̃22 − H̃11

=
(∆2

21/2E) sin 2θ

(∆2
21/2E) cos 2θ −

√
2GFNe

. (2.19)

This φ is different than vacuum mixing angle θ and νA and νB do not coincide with mass

eigenstates ν1 and ν2.

The difference of the ν energy eigenvalues in matter is

EA −EB =

√

(

∆2
21

2E
cos 2θ −

√
2GFNe

)2

+

(

∆2
21

2E

)2

sin2 2θ. (2.20)

Therefore, the conversion probability

Pνeνµ(x) = sin2 2φ sin2

(

π
x

Lmat

)

, (2.21)
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where,

Lmat =
2π

EA − EB
=

2π
√

(

∆2
21

2E
cos 2θ −

√
2GFNe

)2

+
(

∆2
21

2E

)2

sin2 2θ

. (2.22)

At limit Ne ∼ 0, we can recover vacuum oscillation probability as then φ ∼ θ and

Lmat ∼ Losc. From the formula of the mixing angle one can obtain

sin2 2φ =

∆2
21

2E
sin2 2θ

(EA − EB)2
. (2.23)

Thus it has a typical resonance form, with the maximum value sin2 2φ = 1 obtained for

Ne =
∆2

21

2E
cos 2θ

2
√

2GFE
. (2.24)

This is called MSW Resonance condition and at this MSW condition mixing in matter is

maximal φ = 450 independent of the vacuum mixing angle θ. Thus even for very small θ

(vacuum mixing angle) one can get resonance enhancement of ν-oscillation.

Again the resonance needs,

∆2
21 cos 2θ > 0,

i.e., (m2
2 −m2

1)(cos2 θ − sin2 θ) > 0.

Therefore MSW resonance of ν-oscillation requires

1. If m2 > m1 one needs cos2 θ > sin2 θ.

2. If m2 < m1 then cos2 θ < sin2 θ.

If one chooses the convention cos 2θ > 0, then ∆2
21 > 0. Then for anti neutrinos one

has ∆2
21 < 0. Thus for a given sign of ∆2

21 one can not have both ν and ν̄ matter induced

resonances.

Varying Density

Often in realistic situations a beam of non monochromatic neutrinos propagates in a

medium with varying density profile. Then for a mass squared difference in the right order

of magnitude, a significant portion of neutrino energy finds a matter density for which

resonance is possible. If the neutrino beam is monochromatic, even then resonance can

happen. Thus the MSW resonance condition does not involve any fine tuning. Consider

two possible scenarios of varying density: The Adiabatic and the non-adiabatic.
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The Adiabatic Case

For oscillation in a matter of an arbitrary non-uniform density. the evolution equation

does not allow an analytic solution and has to be solved numerically. However, there is

an important particular case which can give an approximate analytic solution. This is

the case of slowly (adiabatically) varying matter density.

Consider νe born in matter densities far above MSW resonance, and assume matter

density is decreasing monotonically. For the mixing angle given by Eq. 2.19 we have

tan 2φ =
(∆2

21/2E) sin 2θ

(∆2
21/2E) cos 2θ −

√
2GFNe

,

Thus from this equation it follows that

1. Initial mixing angle (φi) in matter at neutrino production point φi ∼ 900 i.e., mixing

is strongly suppressed by matter.

2. As ν’s go towards smaller densities mixing increases and becomes maximal at reso-

nance point (R), thus mixing at resonance (φR) = 450.

3. At smaller densities the final mixing angle (φf) again decreases i.e.φf = θ (vacuum

mixing angle) when Ne << Ne(MSW ).

From
(

νA

νB

)

=

(

cosφ sinφ
− sinφ cosφ

)(

νe

νµ

)

,

one can say, at production point (φ ∼ 900) νe almost coincides with νB. If the matter

density changes slowly enough (adiabatically) along the neutrino path, the neutrino sys-

tem has enough time to adjust itself to the changing external conditions. In this case the

transitions between νA and νB is completely suppressed, whereas the flavor composition

of this matter eigenstates changes as neutrino propagates in matter because the mixing

angle φ that determines this composition is a function of the matter density.

At the final point of neutrino evolution φ ≃ θ then the matter eigenstates νB at

this point has the component of originally produced νe with the weight sin2 θ and the

component of νµ with the weight cos2 θ, i.e., the transition probability is

P (νe → νµ) = cos2 θ,
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i.e., in case of small vacuum mixing angle, one can have almost complete adiabatic con-

version of νe to νµ.

A

E

Ne

ν

ν
ν

ν

µ

e

B

Figure 2.1: Neutrino energy levels in matter vs electron number density Ne. Dashed line – in the
absence of mixing, solid line – with mixing.

Figure. 2.1 illustrates the energy levels of νA and νB along with those in the absence

of mixing (i.e., νe and νµ) as the function of electron number density.

In case of absence of mixing the energy levels cross at MSW resonance point however

with nonvanishing mixing the levels repel each other and the avoided level crossing results.

For small transition probability between the two matter eigenstates, neutrinos which are

produced as νe at high densities and also propagating towards smaller densities follow

the upper (νB) branch and end up on the level that corresponds to νµ at small electron

densities Ne.

In a more quantitative description of ν conversion, consider the effective Hamiltonian

(i.e.,the non-diagonal part of H̃) at some instant t. Consider an unitary transformation

to diagonalize this H̄(t) i.e.,

(

νe

νµ

)

= Ū(t)

(

νA(t)
νB(t)

)

and

Ū †(t)H̄Ū(t) = H̄d(t) = diag(EA(t), EB(t)),
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where, EA(t) and EB(t) are instantaneous e-values of H̄(t) and Ū(t) are described as

Ū(t) =

(

cosφ sinφ
− sin φ cosφ

)

,

where, φ = φ(t) as Ne = Ne(t). The evolution equation in the basis of the instantaneous

eigenstates is

i
d

dt

(

|νA〉
|νB〉

)

= i
d

dt

[

ū+(t)

(

|νe(t)〉
|νµ(t)〉

)]

=

(

EA(t) −iφ̇
iφ̇ EB(t)

)(

|νA〉
|νB〉

)

. (2.25)

In this basis the effective Hamiltonian is not diagonal since the mixing angle φ is not

constant, i.e. the matter e-state basis changes with time. For small off-diagonal terms,

i.e., |φ̇| << |EA − EB|, the transitions between the instantaneous eigenstates νA and νB

are suppressed. This is described as adiabatic approximation. The condition of adiabatic

approximation is written as

γ−1 =
2|φ̇|

|EA − EB|
=

sin 2θ0∆
2
21|V̇CC|

|EA − EB|32E
<< 1, (2.26)

where EA − EB and VCC are given before. This parameter γ is called the adiabaticity

parameter. In the adiabatic limit, the effective Hamiltonian is diagonal and then the time

evolution of the matter eigenstates simply receive phase factors. Suppose νe was born at

time t = ti with φi = φ(ti),

ν(ti) = νe = cosφiνA + sin φiνB.

Then in the adiabatic approximation at time tf we have

ν(tf ) = cosφie
−i

R tf
ti

EA(t′)dt′νA + sin φie
−i

R tf
ti

EB(t′)dt′νB.

At t = tf , φ(tf ) = φf is different form φi.

P (νe → νµ) =
1

2
− 1

2
cos φi cosφf −

1

2
sin 2φi sin 2φf cosβ,

where

β =

∫ tf

ti

(EA − EB)dt′.
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The 2nd term in the above equation is a smooth function of tf , whereas the 3rd term

oscillates with time. If Ne at νe production point is very large compare to the MSW

resonance matter density, then sin 2φi ≃ 0 and the 3rd term ∼ 0. The non oscillatory

neutrino conversion takes place with the probability P (νe → νµ) = cos2 φf . Usually the

final point has low density then φf = θ i.e. we get back P (νe → νµ) = cos2 θ,i.e. high

oscillation in even low θ.

The Non-Adiabatic case

For the non-adiabatic situation the adiabatic condition is not satisfied (|φ| ≮ |EA −
EB|) and γ is of the order of one. This breakdown is very much important at the position

of resonance. Basically the off-diagonal terms in the effective Hamiltonian in Eq. 2.25

becomes comparable to the diagonal terms and give rise to a finite probability of transition

from one mass eigenstates to other. This transition probability is called the level crossing

or jump probability and defined as

PJ = | < νB(x+)|νA(x−) > |2, (2.27)

here x± refer to the points on either side of the resonance. PJ is found by solving the

Eq.2.25 for the given matter density profile. For a linearly varying density, PJ is given by

the Landau-Zener formula [4, 5]

PJ = exp(−π
2
γ). (2.28)

Thus the electron neutrino survival probability in a scenerio of breakdown of adia-

baticity is given by

Pνeνe =
1

2
+ (

1

2
− PJ) cos2φf cos2φi. (2.29)

2.3 Discussion

In this chapter, we studied the general structure of neutrino oscillation. We showed

how in vacuum neutrinos can oscillate among different flavors and give signature of their
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mass. We then discussed the neutrino interaction with matter and the change in the

evolution equation of the neutrinos. This in turn led to the MSW resonance. Importance

of both the costant density and varying density cases in this context has been discussed.

These variation of matter densities can be very important in stellar environment. In

particular in the scenario of supernovae where the matter density changes over a huge

length this effects have to be considered.
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CHAPTER 3

Core Collapse Supernova and Neutrinos

The death of a large massive star is a sudden and violent event. Peaceful evolution

of the star for millions of year through various stages of development comes to an end

when the star runs out of nuclear fuel and collapses under its own weight in the fraction

of a second. The most interesting and important events occur in time scales of tens of

milliseconds. That is followed by an outgoing shock wave causing the explosion, called

supernova. This death of the massive star leaves the remnant as a neutron star or a black

hole.

The explosion comes at the end of a sequence of fusion reactions which cover the life

history of a star. These fusion reactions synthesize elements with atomic number upto

56. In fact even heavier elements in nature are thought to be created in the outer mantle

of the exploding star.

3.1 Supernova Classification and Core Collapse Supernovae

Supernovae are broadly classified into two groups depending on their spectral nature.

If the emitted radiation does not show hydrogen lines in their spectra then they are called

type I otherwise it is a type II SN. On the other hand SN can also be classified according

to the explosion mechanism : thermonuclear and core collapse explosions.

1. Thermonuclear Explosion:

These kind of SNe also fall in one of the subgroup of type I/SNIa. They show

similarity in luminosity and spectral evolutions and considered to be homogeneous

events. In fact this is the reason why these SNIa explosions are used as standard

candles in determining cosmological distances. The main feature of the SNIa are
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their spectra; other than the absence of hydrogen lines one can also find silicon lines

in such events. They are usually formed by old stars in a binary system where one

of the stars is a white dwarf accreting matter from the other one. This accretion

gives rise to increase in mass and temperature for the central region of the star,

eventually resulting in a thermonuclear explosion. Usually such explosions do not

have any compact remnant and the progenitor is destroyed in the debris.

2. Core Collapse Supernovae (CCSNe): Core collapse events can be both type I

and type II, with or without hydrogen line. Theses explosions are mainly observed

in massive ( M ≥ 8M⊙) stars. Their evolution is much faster than the SNIa and

also less luminous. The main feature of these evemts are formation of an iron core

at the center at the end of several stages of nuclear burning.

The main difference in different core collapse SN comes from the spectrum of emitted

radiation:

(a) SNIb and SNIc: SNIb and SNIc similar to the SNIa, are characterized by

the absence of hydrogen line. However unlike SNIa they also show absence of

silicon lines. The explosion mechanisam of these events are similar in nature

but the main difference between SNIa and SNIb is the following : SNIb are

characterized by the presence of helium lines, whereas SNIc spectra do not

show any helium line .

(b) Type II SN: These are core collapse events but they have hydrogen in the

spectrum. There are many subclasses of the type II depending on the luminos-

ity curves and spectra. Whereas SNIb and SNIc lose the outer hydrogen/helium

layers during their evolution, type II SNe retain all the layers resulting in dif-

ferent observed spectra.

Total energy released in core collapse events is a few times 1053 erg, out of which

only about 1% is carried as kinetic energy of the expelled material. The energy

in the electromagnetic radiation is approximately 0.01% of the total energy. How-

ever neutrinos emitted during the core collapse events carry the rest of the energy.
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Therefore neutrinos play a very crucial role in the core collapse SN explosions and

detection of SN neutrinos from such events would be really important.

However for thermonuclear explosions (SNIa) the total energy emitted by neutrinos is

only about 1%. Thus compare to the CCSNe, the importance of neutrinos in such events

is much less. In this thesis we study the oscillation of SN neutrinos; and we shall focus

only on core collapse events as they are the main source of SN neutrinos. Henceforth by

SN we will mean only core collapse events (CCSNe). In the next section we discuss how

neutrinos are produced and emitted during a stellar core collapse and explosion.

3.2 Neutrino Production in Core Collapse Supernova

Neutrinos from CCSNe have some unique features, they carry information from deep

inside the core of the SN and while coming out interact with the outside mantle as well.

These SN neutrinos not only cary information about the SN but also can throw light on

the neutrino properties. Now let us discuss the different stages of core collapse SN and

the production of neutrinos [1, 2].

3.2.1 Stellar evolution and core collapse

A star during its evolution is kept in equilibrium by two opposite forces. One is

a gravitational force trying to collapse the star and the other is the thermal pressure

expanding it. The star goes through a series of nuclear burning reactions as described

below.

In the beginning the hydrogen in the star gets transformed into helium through nuclear

fusion reactions and this process is exothermic, i.e. the excess mass gets converted to

energy. The gravitational attraction which tries to collapse the star is counteracted by

the radiation pressure coming from fusion reactions. This hydrogen burning continues till

the hydrogen in the core is used up. This is followed by contraction of the core which

heats up the core and its surrounding layers. When the core becomes hot enough the

next stages of fusion reactions are sequentially ignited, i.e., He burning to C, C to Ne, O

and finally Si. Silicon burning lead to nuclei centered around the nucleus 56
26Fe which has
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maximum binding energy per nucleon and no further fusion take place. Actually radially

the star’s burning is like an onion shell i.e. having shells of Si, S, O, C,He with increasing

radius and finally hydrogen in the outermost envelope.

This onion shell like structure holds for larger stars while a star of size of the sun stops

at the He burning stage whereas even smaller ones often stop with the hydrogen fusion.

Only the massive stars (> 8M⊙) continue upto Si burning. If the stellar core mass is more

than the limiting Chandrasekhar mass (MCh) [1], then the electron degeneracy pressure

cannot compensate the gravitational pressure and the star collapses after reaching iron

type nuclei at the center. The collapse is initiated by the photodisintegration reactions

and by loss of neutrinos produced in electron capture both of which reduce the pressure

support.

With the collapse the core density increases with time. When it reaches the value of

1011 gm/cm3, the matter becomes opaque to the neutrinos. At such high densities even

the weakly interacting neutrinos get scattered many times. Eventually these neutrinos

escape but the process has timescale longer than the collapse timescale. This effective

trapping of neutrinos means that no energy can get out of the core.

For a simple model one can define a neutrinosphere with radius (Rν) and neutrinos

escape freely from the surface of the neutrinoshere. More precisely the neutrinosphere

is defined as having a surface where the optical depth of neutrinos is unity. But since

neutrinos in general do not emerge radially, optical depth for neutrinos are considered to

be 2/3 instead of 1.

This neutrino trapping is important for the remaining evolution of the star. After the

trapping most of the neutrinos generated through electron capture remain in the star and

hence the lepton number per baryon (Yl) at this stage does not change.

Now in the inner part of the core the collapse is homogeneous with the speed of

infall being proportional to the distance from the center of the star. Thus the inner core

collapses subsonically and at some radius the velocity becomes supersonic and the point

at which the speed is equal to sound speed is called the sonic point. Thus the inner core

decouples from the outer core and collapses homologously as a unit. This homologous

core collapse continues until the density becomes around of 8 × 1014gm cm−3, which is
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the different stages of SN evolution. The panels show stages
from the beginning of the supernova explosion upto the neutrino-driven wind during the neutrino-cooling
phase. The upper half of the panels display the dynamical conditions, where the arrows represent the
velocity vectors. The lower half of each panel indicates the nuclear composition with the nuclear and weak
processes. The X-axis denotes mass in units of solar mass (M⊙). MCh and Mhc mean the Chandrasekhar
mass and the mass of the subsonically collapsing, homologous inner core respectively. The vertical axis
indicates corresponding radii, with RFe, Rs, Rg, Rns and Rν being the iron core radius, shock radius,
gain radius, neutron star radius, and neutrinosphere, respectively. The PNS has maximum densities (ρ)
above the saturation density of nuclear matter (ρ0). This figure has been taken from Janka et al. [3].
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roughly 3 times the nuclear density. The collapse is halted around this density as the

packed nuclei in the inner core feel the short distance repulsive part of the nuclear force.

Consequently the inner core stiffens leading to a rebounding of the inner core, sending a

radially propagating sound wave outwards through the infalling matter. This wave does

not get to go very far as the supersonically infalling material from the outer core acts

against it. Thus the infalling materials has to accumulate at the sonic point, giving rise

to a discontinuity of density, pressure, and velocity. This is known as shock wave. This

shock wave acquires more energy with time and starts traveling outward in the iron core.

3.2.2 Neutrino cooling

1. Neutronization burst

The shock wave propagating outward on its way dissociates nuclei into free nucle-

ons. The protons coming out due to this dissociation are perfect candidates for

electron capture. The cross section of electron capture on free protons is much

larger than that of on nuclei, hence one can expect creation of a huge number of

electron neutrinos in the part of the star affected by the shock .

e− + p→ n+ νe

e− + (N,Z) → νe + (N + 1, Z − 1)

These neutrinos normally are trapped within the neutrinosphere like the initial

neutronization neutrinos due to the large density of the medium. However now

some of the neutrinos can freely escape as the shock wave dissociates the iron nuclei

of the neutrinosphere relieving some pressure. This sudden neutrino emission is

known as the neutronization burst and leads to a shortlived rise in the luminosity.

It is also known as the prompt neutrino burst as the time scale or duration of this

peak is only about 10 ms. The shock wave gets stalled in the iron core within

a few hundred km from the center of as both this dissociation of iron nuclei and

neutrino emission takes out energy from the shock. The revival of this shock is a

much discussed problem of stellar collapse.
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2. Thermal neutrinos

At the center of the expanding shock lies a proto-neutron star (PNS). At the end

of the SN explosion the PNS forms a neutron star or a black hole. The PNS has a

“colder” part below the shock starting radius whereas above this radius the shock

affected region is more hot and less dense compared to the inner part. The electrons

in the hot mantle of PNS are nondegenerate and relativistic thermal positrons can

also be created. The presence of positrons are really important as it can give rise

to neutrinos through the interactions

e+ + n −→ ν̄e + p

and

e+ + e −→ ν̄x + νx

reactions. Note that contrary to the neutronization burst thermal neutrinos and

antineutrinos can be produced in all three flavors denoted by ‘x’. Emission of

these thermal neutrinos eventually cool the mantle. Meanwhile the external core

accretes mass over the PNS. The thermal neutrinos carry away the thermal energy

transformed from the gravitational energy released in this process. This stage is

longer compare to the neutronization burst phase and lasts between 10 ms and 1

s. Thus the accretion and neutronization/deleptonization give rise to cooling of the

outer regions. After the accretion phase when the explosion starts the neutrino

luminosity falls exponentially. This fall is a basic characteristic of neutron star

formation and its cooling.

3.2.3 Supernova explosion

The final picture of the shock wave propagation and the late stages of SN explosions

are not completely clear. By and large numerical simulations put forward two possible

cases.

1. As the shock propagates outwards through inner core it will disintegrate the iron nu-

clei. As already discussed this is a costly process in terms of energy. If the iron core
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is not too massive the shock can emerge at the outer region without too much loss of

energy. When the shock energy is deposited in the outer material, an explosion can

occur, throwing away the mantle. This process is called a prompt hydrodynamic

explosion and for it to take place at all one needs a number of conditions in its favor,

like a small and cold star and a soft equation of state. However simulations do not

generally confirm this scenario.

2. On the contrary for a fairly massive iron core, the shock loses a fair amount of energy

and the propagation stalls. Now to explain the SN explosions of such massive stars

one need other ingredients. The need comes from the fact that SN are real events

happening around the universe so somehow in nature the shock must have been

revitalized.

The possible solutions to the problem proposed and analyzed in literature are quite

interesting. In the neutrino reheating mechanism [4] electron neutrinos and an-

tineutrinos coming out the PNS reactivate the stalled shock. A small fraction of

neutrino energy is deposited in the matter behind the shock as the neutrinos and

antineutrinos are absorbed by protons and neutrons deposit their energy there.This

additional energy heats up the matter to continue the shock forward, leads to an

explosion. One also talks about the magneto-rotational or magneto-hydrodynamic

(MHD) mechanics [5, 6]

Another idea is the acoustic mechanism [7, 8], which mainly relies on the acoustic

power from the core of the PNS. The energy produced in the core motions is trans-

ported by sound waves to the stalled shock, eventually giving rise to the explosions.

All these scenarios still have different problems like the neutrino reheating does not

generate enough energy of explosion, the acoustic mechanism is not well confirmed

by different simulations. More realistic two or three dimensional calculations are

needed for this last phase of explosion.
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CHAPTER 4

Collective Neutrino Oscillation in Supernova

The neutrinos from a core-collapse supernova can play an important role in probing

both neutrino properties as well as throwing in light on the supernova mechanism [1, 2].

The neutrino evolution in SN is divided in two regions: inside the core below neutrino

sphere and above neutrinosphere through the envelope. The neutrino oscillations of our

interest happen outside the neutrino sphere so our focus will be only on neutrino evolution

above the neutrinosphere and will consider the surface of the neutrinosphere as the source

emitting the neutrinos.

These Neutrinos emitted during the explosion of core-collapse supernovae (SN) pass

through very large density variation of matter and can undergo MSW resonant flavor

conversion [3]. The MSW oscillation of SN neutrinos can give useful information on

neutrino mass hierarchy and the third leptonic mixing angle θ13. This idea of neutrino

interaction with matter and its impact by giving rise to MSW effect is well understood.

However the effect on neutrino evolution due to neutrino-neutrino interactions needs more

clarifications. In fact the common assumption used in literatures before a few years was

that neutrino-neutrino interactions are too feeble to cause any flavor conversion.

These interactions had been studied in previous literature [4, 5, 6], it has only very

recently been appreciated that they induce sizable flavor conversion in supernovae [7, 8,

9, 10, 11]. Motivated by this interesting result, the effects of these neutrino-neutrino

interactions have been explored in the context of supernovae, in a series of papers [12, 13,

14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37,

38, 39].

The basic idea is that close to the neutrinosphere, due to the large neutrino density,

neutrinos form a background to themselves. This neutrino-neutrino interaction effect is
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nonlinear and can give rise to flavor transition of neutrinos and antineutrinos. The in-

teresting aspect of these conversions is that the neutrinos and antineutrinos of different

energies undergo conversions together, and are almost in-phase. Therefore these conver-

sions are referred to as being “collective”. In other words the neutrino-neutrino inter-

actions lead to coherent oscillations of neutrinos of different energies with some average

frequency, giving rise to synchronized oscillations. However, there is no effective flavor

conversion due to these synchronized oscillations as the effective mixing angle is highly

suppressed due to the large MSW potential in the region close to the neutrinosphere.

With the neutrino density decreasing outward, bipolar oscillations begin to take place

beyond a distance of 50-100 km from the center. These oscillations can lead to com-

plete or partial swapping (spectral split) of the ν̄e (νe) and ν̄x (νx) spectra depending on

their initial luminosities and average energies. Finally, after a few hundred kilometers,

the neutrino-neutrino interactions become negligible and it is the MSW transitions which

dominate.

In this chapter we will address the question of collective effects in SN neutrino trans-

formations in a two flavor scenario. We will show how different choice of initial relative

luminosity neutrino and antineutrinos can give rise to different flux. In the beginning let

us first discuss the main characteristics of this collective conversion caused by the dense

neutrino background.

4.1 Neutrino-neutrino interaction and Supernova

Here the three flavor (νe, νµ, ντ ) neutrino system behaves like an effective two flavor

(νe, νx) scenerio under the collective evolution, where νx can be νµ or ντ or a linear

combination of νµ and ντ [24, 31]. The flavor evolution for this system is driven by the

effective mass squared difference ∆m2
atm and the mixing angle θ13. This two flavor scenerio

which has been extensively studied [11, 16, 17, 20] shows that for inverted hierarchy (IH,

∆m2 < 0), above a critical energy (split energy Ec), the spectrum in both the electron

neutrino (νe) and antineutrino (ν̄e) sectors end up with a complete exchange or swap

with νx and ν̄x respectively, this is referred as “spectral swap”. However the studies in

[32, 33, 34] analyzed the role of equipartition in energy and variation of luminosity and
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showed the interesting possibility of multiple splits in the supernova neutrino spectrum

for IH. Single spectral split for Normal Hierarchy (NH, ∆m2 > 0) was also reported for

certain values of luminosities.

4.1.1 Evolution equations of SN neutrinos

We assume an ensemble of relativistic neutrinos and antineutrinos coming in 2 flavors

(νe, νx) depicting the exact situation of dense neutrino gas close to the SN core. The

ensemble is best described by a set of dimensionless density matrices ρp and ρ̄p, one for each

momentum mode. The diagonal entries of the density matrices are the usual occupation

numbers whereas the off-diagonal terms encode phase information. The evolution of such

a system is driven by Liouville equations.

Thus the equations of motion (EOMs) are

∂tρp = −i[Hp, ρp] , ∂tρ̄p = −i[H̄p, ρ̄p]. (4.1)

Here the neutrino Hamiltonian (Hp) has contributions from the usual vacuum Hamil-

tonian (Hvacuum), the matter interaction or MSW Hamiltonian (HMSW ) and also from

the new neutrino-neutrino interaction potential termed as Hνν .

Hp = Hvacuum +HMSW +Hνν . (4.2)

The antineutrino Hamiltonian (H̄p) has exactly the same form as (4.2) with the only

change that the vacuum (Hvacuum) term picks a negative sign .

Under our analysis of two flavor system the different contributions of neutrino Hamil-

tonian are given by,

Hvacuum =
△m2

4E

(

−cos2θ sin2θ
sin2θ cos2θ

)

, HMSW =

( √
2GFNe 0

0 0

)

, (4.3)

where

△m2 = m2
2 −m2

1 ; θ = Mixing Angle and Ne = Electron Number Density. (4.4)

For the term Hνν , considering the contribution from ν−ν forward scattering to the leading
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order of GF give [5]

Hνν =
√

2GF

∫

d3q(1 − cosθpq)(nρq − n̄ρ̄q). (4.5)

The factor (1 − cosθpq) arises from the V - A nature of the weak interaction. Thus

neutrinos moving in different directions will experience a different refractive effect caused

by the other neutrinos. On the other hand, the effect is also energy dependent, and SN

neutrinos are emitted with a range of energy hence this dependence is an important point

to understand.

Thus due to this angular factor, neutrinos from the SN core traveling along different

trajectories encounter different neutrino-neutrino interaction potential. These ‘multi an-

gle’ effects may give rise to kinematical decoherence [13] which in turn can wash out the

collective features described above. But for spherically symmetric cases “single angle”

[11] approximation i,e neutrino-neutrino interactions averaged along a single trajectory

seems to be a fine approximation as the ‘multi angle’ decoherence in this case is rather

weak against the collective features [14].

Then under the “single angle” approximation the Hνν term becomes

Hνν =
√

2GFD(r)

∫

dq q2(nρq − n̄ρ̄q). (4.6)

D(r) is called the geometrical factor and depends on the particular launching angle. The

geometrical factor D(r) for a launching angle of zero degree is given by

D(r) =
1

2



1 −

√

1 −
(

Rν

r

)2




2

. (4.7)

In Eq. 4.6 the n and n̄ denote the total effective neutrino and antineutrino number

per unit volume per unit energy. They are discussed in detail in the later part of this

chapter. The term Rν denotes the neutrinosphere radius.

In this two-flavor system, the density matrices can be reduced to polarization vectors

by using the Pauli matrices and the unit matrix. Therefore the EOMs can be expressed

in terms of the polarization vectors using:

M =
1

2
(1 + m.σ̄). (4.8)
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Where M is any 2×2 Hermetian Matrix, σ’s are Pauli spin Matrices and m (mx, my, mz)

is called the Bloch Vector.

Define Bloch vectors corresponding to ρ , ρ̄ , Hvacuum , HMSW , Hνν as P , P
′

, B , L

, D respectively.

Thus the evolution equations in the two-family Bloch vector notation for the polar-

ization vectors of the neutrino (P) and antineutrino (P
′

) sector are,

Ṗ = P × (ωB− λẑ − µD) , (4.9)

Ṗ
′

= P
′ × (−ωB − λẑ − µD) , (4.10)

where the terms involving ω, λ and µ are the ones having the vacuum, matter and

neutrino-neutrino interaction effects and the frequencies are represented by

B = (− sin 2θ, 0, cos 2θ)T , ω =
∆m2

2E
, (4.11)

ẑ = (0, 0, 1)T , λ =
√

2GFNe , (4.12)

D =
1

(Nνe +Nνx +Nν̄e +Nν̄x)

∫

dE(nP− n̄P
′

) , µ =
√

2GF (Nνe +Nνx +Nν̄e +Nν̄x) ,

(4.13)

respectively.

D can be defined in terms of the global polarization vectors J and J̄ i,e D = J− J̄ .

Where

J = 1
(Nνe+Nνx+Nν̄e+Nν̄x)

∫

dE nP , J̄ = 1
(Nνe+Nνx+Nν̄e+Nν̄x )

∫

dE n̄P
′

.

As usual, θ and ∆m2 are the mixing angle and mass squared difference respectively.

In what follows θeff is taken as 10−5 and |∆m2| = |∆m2
31| = |m2

3 −m2
1| =3 × 10−3 eV2.

Nα’s represent the total effective number density of the αth species.

Nα =

∫

dE nα , (4.14)

where,

n = nνe + nνx , n̄ = nν̄e + nν̄x , (4.15)
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nα’s are the effective number density per unit energy for the α’th species of neutrino and

can be expressed as [11]

nα(r, E) =
D(r)

2πR2
α

Lα

〈Eα〉
Ψα(E) , (4.16)

where Lα and 〈Eα〉 are the luminosity and average energy for the αth (anti)neutrino

species, Rα is the neutrinosphere radius. The initial flux of the αth species at the neutri-

nosphere is given by Lα

〈Eα〉
whereas the initial energy distribution is represented by Ψα(E).

D(r) is allready defined earlier.

The matter effect is removed from the evolution equations as the equations are consid-

ered in a frame rotating with angular velocity -λz [10]. 1 In such a frame all the physical

observable remain the same. Thus the evolution equations are

Ṗ = P × (ωB− µD) , (4.17)

Ṗ
′

= P
′ × (−ωB − µD) . (4.18)

These are nonlinear coupled equations (due to the 2nd term containing D) and have to

be solved numerically. It is evident from the evolution Eqs. 4.9 and 4.10 that there

are two relevant frequencies, the usual vacuum frequency (ω) and the neutrino-neutrino

interaction strength parameter (µ). For our chosen ∆m2 the vacuum frequency is

ω =
∆m2

2E
=

30

(4E/MeV )
km−1 . (4.19)

The usual SN neutrino energy considered is in the range of 0 to 50 MeV, as the SN

neutrino flux beyond 50 MeV is very small. Hence we use neutrino energy upto 50 MeV

for our calculation.

The other frequency (µ) representing neutrino-neutrino interaction is nontrivial, and

is given by

µ =
√

2GF (Nνe +Nνx +Nν̄e +Nν̄x) . (4.20)

1Note that though the matter potential is mostly rotated away, it may affect the evolution by delaying
the collective effect [12] or by some early decoherence [27] or even modifying very low energy (order of
0.1 MeV) split features [20, 21, 2].These early effects have very little impact on the over all split patterns
at the end of the collective region (400 Km) and the low energy split features below 1 MeV are negligible
compared to the total spectra. Moreover the matter potential can be accounted for by choosing a matter
suppressed hence small effective mixing angle, as we have chosen a θeff = 10−5 [14]. So in the subsequent
discussions we neglect the above mentioned roles of the matter term and work with a very small θeff to
compensate the matter term. We have explicitly checked that the inclusion of the matter term does not
change our results.
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The Eqs. 4.13 to 4.16 imply that contribution of the α-th species to µ is dependent

on radial distance (r), neutrinosphere radius (Rα), initial flux ( Lα

〈Eα〉
) and initial energy

distribution (Ψα(E)).

In our analysis, neutrinosphere radius is taken as 10 km whereas other inputs like initial

flux and energy distribution depend on the choice of initial neutrino spectrum model. We

analyze the evolution for several neutrino spectrum model.

4.1.2 Models of initial neutrino spectrum

In a core-collapse SN, the gravitational binding energy (about a few times 1053 erg)

is converted to neutrinos and antineutrinos with energies of the order of 10 MeV and

gets emitted in the subsequent ∼ 10 sec. Initially a neutronization burst comes out

consisting of pure νes but with only a very small fraction of the total energy and after

that the thermal neutrinos and antineutrinos of all three flavors are emitted. For the

thermal neutrinos the initial energy distribution is expected to be Fermi-Dirac (FD), but

the results of several simulations [40, 41, 42] found that the distribution must be close to

pinched thermal spectra [42] i.e. with a deficit on the high energy side compared to FD.

Fermi-Dirac(FD) distribution in energy implies

ΨFD
α (E) ∝ βα (βαE)2

eβαE + 1
, (4.21)

and for a choice of average energies of different flavors

〈Eνe〉 = 10 MeV, 〈Eν̄e〉 = 15 MeV, 〈Eνx〉 = 〈Eν̄x〉 = 24 MeV, (4.22)

the inverse temperature parameters are [20]

βνe = 0.315 MeV−1, βν̄e = 0.210 MeV−1, βνx = βν̄x = 0.131MeV−1. (4.23)

Whereas the pinched spectra for different simulations are parameterized as [42]

Ψα(E) =
(1 + ζα)1+ζα

Γ(1 + ζα)

(

Eα

〈Eα〉

)ζα exp
(

−(1 + ζα) Eα

〈Eα〉

)

〈Eα〉
, (4.24)

〈Eα〉 is the average energy of να, and ζα is the pinching parameter.
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The effective number density for the αth species per unit energy is given by

nα(r, E) =
D(r)

2πR2
α

Lα

〈Eα〉
Ψα(E) . (4.25)

For a specific choice of Ψα(E) the initial flux (φα = Lα

〈Eα〉
) for the αth flavor need to be

specified and are very crucial input parameters in our study. Supernova models tell us that

almost all the gravitational energy released in core collapse supernovae comes out as νν̄s

of all flavors. Only one or two percent of it goes into the explosion and the electromagnetic

radiation emitted in all wavelengths. The total luminosity scales as L(t) = L0(e
−t/τ/τ)

but for a first study we take a time-averaged value for it as done in [20] and [33]. One can

of course look at the problem for specific instants of time by changing the total luminosity,

early times having larger values.

The total SN binding energy released (EB = 3× 1053 erg) is related to the individual

flavor luminosities by

Lνe + Lν̄e + 4Lνx =
EB

τ
, (4.26)

assuming no distinction between νx and ν̄x. We also assume a time-independent constant

luminosity over the time τ . We take τ = 10 seconds. Thus the initial fluxes of different

flavors get constrained by

φ0
νe
〈Eνe〉 + φ0

ν̄e
〈Eν̄e〉 + 4φ0

νx
〈Eνx〉 = 3 × 1052 . (4.27)

If we denote the ratio between the initial fluxes of different flavors by

φ0
νe

: φ0
ν̄e

: φ0
νx

= φr
νe

: φr
ν̄e

: 1 , (4.28)

where φr
νe

, φr
ν̄e

are positive numbers, then Eq.4.27 can be written as

φ0
νx

(φr
νe
〈Eνe〉 + φr

ν̄e
〈Eν̄e〉 + 4〈Eνx〉) = 3 × 1052 . (4.29)

Note that φr
νe

=
φ0

νe

φ0
νx

, φr
ν̄e

=
φ0

ν̄e

φ0
νx

are basically initial relative fluxes. Thus different choices

of φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

imply different relative luminosities or relative fluxes.

Four representative sets for the energy spectra (in terms of 〈Eα〉 and the pinching

factor ζν) and flux ratios usually discussed in literature, are given in Table 4.1. One

simulation by the Lawrence Livermore group (LL) [40] and two different simulations
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by the Garching group (G1, G2) [42] are presented. Recently [32] used another set of

“plausible” flux parameters giving rise to multiple splits in the neutrino spectra is also

given. We call this ‘G3’. For the LL spectra we use the FD distribution for Ψ given in

Eq. 4.21. The βα for LL are given in Eq. 4.23. For G1, G2 and G3 spectra we use the

pinched spectrum defined in Eq. 4.24. We assume ζνx=ζν̄x = 4 and ζνe=ζν̄e = 3 for G1

and G2. For G3 all ζα = 3.

Model 〈Eνe〉 〈Eν̄e〉 〈Eνx,ν̄x〉 φr
νe

=
φ0

νe

φ0
νx

φr
ν̄e

=
φ0

ν̄e

φ0
νx

LL 12 15 24 2.00 1.60
G1 12 15 18 0.80 0.80
G2 12 15 15 0.50 0.50
G3 12 15 18 0.85 0.75

Table 4.1: The parameters of the used primary neutrino spectra models motivated from
SN simulations of the Garching (G1, G2) and the Lawrence Livermore (LL) group. We
assume ζνx=ζν̄x = 4 and ζνe=ζν̄e = 3 for G1 and G2. For G3 all ζα = 3. For LL we use a
pure FD spectrum.

Note that the LL simulation obtained a large hierarchy 〈Eνe〉 < 〈Eν̄e〉 < 〈Eνx〉 ≈ 〈Eν̄x〉,
and an almost complete equipartition of energy among the flavors. The Garching simula-

tions predict a smaller hierarchy between the average energies, incomplete equipartition,

and increased spectral pinching. The differences in the values of these parameters arise

from the different physics inputs.

The equipartition of energy implies

Lνe = Lν̄e = Lνx . (4.30)

In terms of our notation it means

φr
νe

=
〈Eνx〉
〈Eνe〉

; φr
ν̄e

=
〈Eνx〉
〈Eν̄e〉

. (4.31)

So complete equipartition for the Garching simulations would imply flux ratios (Table 4.2)

different from the values in Table 4.1. Recent analyses [33] have shown that the multiple
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split cases have origin in the departure from energy equipartition.

Actually there is no reason that equipartition should be strictly followed for the energy

Model φr
νe

=
φ0

νe

φ0
νx

φr
ν̄e

=
φ0

ν̄e

φ0
νx

G1 1.50 1.20
G2 1.25 1.00
G3 1.50 1.20

Table 4.2: The flux ratios for the Garching models with equipartition of energy

released from a real supernova. In the next subsection we make extensive analysis of this

multiple split phenomena with varying initial fluxes, which is equivalent to varying φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

.

4.1.3 Survival probability and flux

As stated above in this subsection we discuss the impact due to the variation of initial

relative fluxes (φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

) on the final spectrum. The final spectrum is calculated at

400 km as collective effect is expected to vanish at around 400 km. We also analyze this

effect for different models of initial neutrino spectrum spectrum LL, G1 and G3.

In principle the values of φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

can lie in a large range. Thus analysing this

variation would require study in a wide range of the φr
νe

-φr
ν̄e

parameter space. Instead we

consider the suggestion [43] that the uncertainty in the relative luminosities of different

flavors must be in the range

1

2
≤ Lνe

Lνx

≤ 2 ;
1

2
≤ Lν̄e

Lνx

≤ 2 . (4.32)

These limits in turn will put a constraint on the parameters φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

1

2

〈Eνx〉
〈Eνe〉

≤ φr
νe
≤ 2

〈Eνx〉
〈Eνe〉

;
1

2

〈Eνx〉
〈Eν̄e〉

≤ φr
ν̄e

≤ 2
〈Eνx〉
〈Eν̄e〉

. (4.33)

In Table 4.3 we present the lower limits (ll) and upper limits (ul) of the initial relative

fluxes for different spectrum models LL, G1 and G3.
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Model 〈Eνe〉 〈Eν̄e〉 〈Eνx,ν̄x〉 φr
νe;ll

φr
νe;ul

φr
ν̄e;ll

φr
ν̄e;ul

LL 10 15 24 1.20 4.80 0.80 3.2
G1 12 15 18 0.75 3.00 0.60 2.4
G3 12 15 18 0.75 3.00 0.60 2.4

Table 4.3: The average energies, upper limits (ul) and lower limits (ll) of the initial relative
flux for the models used.

To compare different flux models and study more of the parameter space we vary φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

in the range [0.5,5.0] and [0.5,3.5] respectively, for all the models. We find that

varying φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

give rise to different possibilities of final spectra as discussed in [33].

In addition to that we check it for different initial spectrum models. Here it is notable

that usually the initial spectrum models come with a fixed value of φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

(see Table

4.1) but the main idea in this analysis is about varying φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

. So here by initial

spectrum models (like LL, G1, G3) we mean the energy dependence (ζνα) and neutrino

average energies (〈Eνα〉) of the models. In what follows, we will see that for the Inverted

Hierarchy (IH) the final spectrum is very sensitive to the values of φr
νe

, φr
ν̄e

and the model

of initial spectrum. Whereas for Normal Hierarchy (NH), the results are less dependent

on these quantities. We will discuss the reasons for this behavior.

Probability and Flux: NH

As already discussed in [32, 33], large flux (luminosity) of νx can induce simultaneous

swap in both neutrino and antineutrino sector for NH. In these cases initially the system

is in an unstable equilibrium. As it evolves, it partially swaps the flavor in both neutrino

as well as antineutrinos, to end up in a stable state. We further study this over different

spectrum models and initial relative fluxes. For each of the different models we vary φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

in the range [0.5,5.0] and [0.5,3.5] respectively. We find that for several choices of

(φr
νe

,φr
ν̄e

) there is simultaneous swap in both neutrino and antineutrino spectrum and this

swap may generate prominent split in the final spectrum. For a specific model these split

energies (Ec) may vary from low to high energies, depending on the value of (φr
νe

,φr
ν̄e

).
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Figure 4.1: Survival probability for G3 spectrum in NH with different (φr
νe

,φr
ν̄e

).

Independent of the choice of spectrum models, these split features are seen for low

values of (φr
νe

,φr
ν̄e

), which implies large flux of νx compared to other flavors [33]. As

the values of (φr
νe

,φr
ν̄e

) increase, the split energy (Ec) also increases, and close to the

equipartition point the split energy tends to infinity.

As an example see fig. 4.1 where survival probabilities are plotted for the spectrum

G3. The left panel is for neutrino and right one for antineutrino. For a low value of

φr
νe

(0.5), φr
ν̄e

is increased from 0.6 to 2.4 for both neutrino and antineutrino. From the

figures it is evident that with this increment, split energies (Ec) also increase. For the same

combination of φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

the split energy is higher for neutrinos than for antineutrinos.

We find these features are same for other spectrum models too.

In fig. 4.2 we have shown the above mentioned features for LL and G3. The left panels

are for LL and the right ones are for G3. The red straight lines are for neutrino and the

blue dashed lines are for antineutrino. In the top panels the initial relative spectrum

(φr
νe

,φr
ν̄e

) are chosen to be close to the equipartition point for both the models and for

these values there is no split whereas for the lower panels (φr
νe

,φr
ν̄e

) are smaller and these

panels show split for both neutrino and antineutrino sectors.

The flux corresponding to G3 and (0.5,0.6) are plotted in fig. 4.3. Left and right

panels in this figure are respectively for neutrinos and antineutrinos. The upper panels

are without collective effects (initial flux) and the lower ones are with collective effect (flux

beyond collective region). The black lines in the panels are for electron type whereas the
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Figure 4.3: Flux for the different neutrino species for G3 with NH in arbitrary units (a.u.); WOC
stands for “Without Collective” effects and WC for “With Collective” effects.
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red dashed lines are for x-type. Clearly the lower panels show swap in both neutrino and

antineutrino sector. The swap in both sectors are partial, that is, a part of the spectra

below the “split energy” remains same. The antineutrino split feature is not clearly visible

since Ec for them is low and the ν̄e and ν̄x fluxes are very close to each other at these

energies. The probability plots for (0.5,0.6) in fig. 4.1 also show the low split energy

for antineutrino. Note that the swap for neutrino spectra happens at a higher energy

compared to the antineutrino spectra, this feature is also consistent with the probability

plots in fig. 4.1.

Probability and Flux: IH

Probability and flux in the IH is much more complex and interesting than NH. Here

also we vary the initial relative flux for different spectrum models and find wide variation

of the final spectrum depending on the choice of (φr
νe

,φr
ν̄e

). These variations in spectrum

with initial relative flux (φr
νe

,φr
ν̄e

) have been attributed to meeting the instability condition

of the initial system and adiabaticity violation [32] as well as to change of global initial

condition with luminosity variation and minimization of potential energy [33]. We find

that these changes in final spectrum are similar for different choices of spectrum models.

As discussed in [33], the different spectral features arise from the initial conditions,

which may or may not lead the system to swap to minimize “potential energy”. We also

find that in some cases the multiple swaps actually do take place but the swaps are so

close that they can not be resolved numerically [32] and thus appear as if the swap or

split features are absent. We find five spectral split patterns as mentioned in [33]. These

five patterns are found for all three models of initial energy spectra LL, G1, G3. These

are displayed (for LL and G3) in successive panels from top to bottom in fig. 4.4.

1. Dual split in both neutrino and antineutrino flux (II,II).

2. Dual split in neutrino but no split in antineutrino flux (II,0).

3. One split in both neutrino and antineutrino flux with the split energy of the neutrino

higher (H) than that of antineutrino (L) split energy (I,I)(H,L).
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Figure 4.4: Survival Probability for LL and G3 spectrum in IH with different (φr
νe

, φr
ν̄e

).

4. One split in both neutrino and antineutrino flux with the split energy of the neutrino

lower (L) than that of antineutrino (H) split energy (I,I)(L,H).

5. No split in neutrino but dual split in antineutrino flux (0,II).

Apart from these five patterns we find a sixth possible pattern in which neither neu-

trino nor antineutrino show any swap in the spectrum. We call this (0,0). For this pattern

(0,0) the effect of neutrino-neutrino interaction on both neutrino and anti neutrino flux

is undetectable.

The physical reasoning behind the patterns in the top five panels are well explained

[33] from the idea of potential energy minimization. Our analysis shows that in some sense

all the different spectrum models are in the same footing as all of them give rise to similar

split patterns with the change of initial relative flux or relative luminosity. As explained

in [32] the basic feature is that there are multiple swaps or splits in both the neutrino and

antineutrino sector but the swaps may disappear depending on the adiabaticity violation
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Figure 4.5: Survival Probability for LL (3.4, 0.5) and G3 (2.3, 0.8) spectrum in IH .

or it may be numerically unresolvable. Consider the new pattern, described in the lowest

panel of fig. 4.4, where it seems that there is no swap in both neutrino and antineutrino

sectors. When we study these cases carefully (fig. 4.5, left panel LL (3.4,0.5) and right

panel G3 (2.3,0.8)) we find that they also show changes in survival probability similar

to the other patterns. But the swaps here are incomplete and numerically undetectable.

While in fig. 4.4 the change in probability for this case is visually unresolvable for all

practical purposes, in fig. 4.5 it is visible, as we have increased the resolution.

For the fluxes we just give one example of the case (II,II) in fig. 4.6. Here we plotted

the G3 neutrino spectrum in the left panel and the G3 antineutrino spectrum in right

one. In both panels, the solid sky blue lines are for electron type without collective effect

(WOC) and the solid red lines are for νx without collective effect (WOC). For the spectrum

with collective effects (WC) dashed black lines are for electron type whereas dot-dashed

blue lines are for νx. Here the spectrum model used is G3 and the initial relative fluxes

are (1.1,0.8). We can see prominent dual split pattern in this flux figure as expected from

the upper right panel of fig. 4.4.

Thus, depending upon the choice of initial relative fluxes (φr
νe

,φr
ν̄e

) the spectra can

have different patterns, especially for IH. The possible values of (φr
νe

,φr
ν̄e

) can be in a wide
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Figure 4.6: The neutrino and antineutrino fluxes in arbitrary units (a.u.) for the model G3 with the
relative luminosities (1.1,0.8), with and without collective effect for IH.

range. Even if one assumes a factor-of-two-uncertainty in the relative luminosity [43],

there can be considerable variations in the final flux characteristics.

We study the variation in spectral split features over the φr
νe

-φr
ν̄e

plane for LL, G1, G3

and found a pattern showing different kind of spectral splits at different φr
νe

-φr
ν̄e

region.

In fig. 4.7 we show this in the φr
νe

-φr
ν̄e

plane. The plane is divided into zones by the values

of the global polarization vectors Jz, J̄z and Dz. The black dashed line divides the plane

into zones with Dz > 0 and Dz < 0. The purple long dashed corresponds to J̄z = 0 and

demarcates the area which has J̄z positive and negative. The blue thick dashed is for

Jz = 0. These lines therefore divide the φr
νe

-φr
ν̄e

plane into 6 zones. The split patterns

observed in the different zones are shown on the plane. The global polarization vectors

Jz, J̄z and Dz, define the “phase transitions” across different split patterns. It should be

noted that the global polarization vectors were initially in the z direction hence the sign

changes of their z components mark the stability of the system and spectral splits [33].

fig. 4.7 shows that

1. (I,I)(H,L) patterns are for Jz > 0, J̄z > 0 and Dz > 0,

2. (I,I)(L,H) for Jz > 0, J̄z > 0 and Dz < 0,
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3. (a) (II,II) patterns are seen in the Jz < 0, J̄z < 0 region, and also in the Jz >

0, J̄z < 0 region,

(b) (0,0) appear mostly in J̄z < 0 with a very few occurrence in Jz < 0,

(c) (II,0) is the most dominant pattern in the Jz < 0 region, although it can appear

in the Jz > 0, J̄z < 0 region,

(d) (0,II) pattern occurs only in J̄z < 0.

Thus for the double split patterns described in point 3 above, the so called “phase tran-

sition” lines seem inconclusive. [33] established that the Jz < 0 or J̄z < 0 region (i.e,

the rectangle covering the zone with Jz < 0 alongwith the rectangle covering the zone

with J̄z < 0 ) lead to (II,II) pattern when the adiabaticity is increased artificially. Hence

due to the incomplete adiabaticity in the actual case some of the (II,II) patterns appear
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as (II,0), (0,II), (0,0) pattern. So with complete adiabaticity one will not see any of the

(II,0), (0,II), (0,0) patterns in fig. 4.7. For example see the discussion regarding the (0,0)

pattern in context of fig. 4.4.

With so many possible patterns it will be really difficult to predict the initial relative

neutrino fluxes, the energy distribution model and the extent of collective neutrino effect,

even for a future galactic supernova event.

4.2 Discussion

Collective flavor oscillations driven by neutrino-neutrino interaction at the very high

density region of core collapse supernovae control the emitted flux of neutrinos of different

flavors. In the process one or more swaps of flavors for both neutrinos and antineutri-

nos take place depending on the initial neutrino flux and distributions. We study the

phenomena of spectral splits and consequent flavor swaps for different models of neutrino

spectrum, varying the relative luminosities of neutrinos and antineutrinos for both normal

and inverted mass hierarchy. The effect of spectral splits is found to be more pronounced

for inverted hierarchy and depending on the initial luminosities one can get single or dual

splits in neutrinos and/or antineutrinos. For a specific choice of relative luminosity we

also find a case for inverted hierarchy where the splits are not resolvable numerically and is

akin to no spectral splits for all practical purposes. Single split patterns are also obtained

for normal hierarchy for some choices of the luminosities.

To summarize this chapter showed how the variation of relative luminosity can give

rise to different possible split pattern in both hierarchies. This different possibilities in a

way increase the uncertainty in SN neutrino flux and decrease the predictivity. Hence we

would need other information to have a hold on this flux uncertainty. For example in the

next chapter we discuss to what extent one can constrain the luminosities by demanding a

neutron rich condition at the end of the collective region, required for successful r-process.

Here we would like to mention the fact that recent studies [35, 38] show that the

atmospheric mass squared driven effective two flavor collective evolution of the actual

three flavor system may not be adequate. The total 3 flavor analysis together with

solar mass squared difference may give rise to another swap in the inverted hierarchy
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(IH). However for a little lower (reduced by a factor of 10) neutrino-neutrino interaction

potential (µ) this three flavor effect disappear [38]. Also this swap starts a little late than

the atmospheric mass squared difference driven one. Though not in the scope of this

thesis, in future it would be interesting to see how the above analysis of different split

patterns changes under this three flavor analysis.
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CHAPTER 5

Collective Conversion and r-Process Nucleosynthesis

In this chapter we discuss the effect of the flux of neutrinos radiated out in core collapse

supernovae on the electron fraction and discuss the possibility of getting allowed regions for

r-process nucleosynthesis and the resulting constraints on relative luminosities. As most

simulations of core-collapse supernovae do not lead to explosions, there are uncertainties

in the understanding of the late stage of the SN shock propagation. But the generally

accepted scenario supported by simulations is that for core collapse supernovae starting

with iron cores the shock wave gets initially stalled due to loss of energy through nuclear

dissociation and then over timescale of a second, gets revived by the energy deposited

by neutrinos radiating out, the so-called late-time neutrino heating mechanism leading

to the delayed core collapse supernova. This results in the development of a low density

“hot bubble” region just behind the SN shock. Normally the hot bubble regions are taken

between the infalling neutron star radius and the forward shock, that is, up to 30-40 km

initially. The huge flux of neutrinos emitted from the proto-neutron star leads to the

“neutrino-driven wind” which remains active for about 10 seconds after the core bounce.

This creates neutron-rich regions of high entropy which are conducive to the development

of the r-process. Different delayed core-collapse SN calculations give rise to different

values for the entropy per baryon leading to conflicting conclusions about the r-process.

However the ν-driven wind is still considered to be one of the most probable sites for the

r-process [1]. The ν-driven wind models consider the r-process site to be at a few hundred

kilometers (within 1000 km) [1]. Since, as discussed before, this is also the region where

collective oscillations are active, it is expected that r-process will get affected. In what

follows, we study this effect in the ν-driven wind region and numerically check if criteria

of successful r-process can be used to constrain initial neutrino flux parameters.
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5.1 Minimal Condition for r-Process

The criteria for r-process on which we focus here is the the electron fraction Ye, i.e.,

the number of electrons (equal to the number of protons, due to charge neutrality) per

baryon. The Ye will depend on the relative strengths of the two reactions – neutrino

capture on neutrons and antineutrino capture on protons. Therefore, Ye can be expressed

as [2]

Ye = 1/(1 + λν̄ep/λνen) , (5.1)

where λνen and λν̄ep are the reaction rates for νe + n → e− + p and ν̄e + p → e+ + n

respectively. Note that these reactions can in principle occur on both free and bound

nucleons. However for the purpose of this work, we will not consider the reactions on

heavy nuclei2. Note also that in principle, the inverse reactions also happen inside the

supernova and should be considered. However, we neglect the inverse reactions here since

the matter temperature of the region is small compared to the neutrino temperature as

one goes away from the neutrinosphere and has very small effect at radius of 30 km and

beyond [2, 4]. The reaction rates λνN (where N = n or p) are given as

λνN ≈ Lν

4πr2

∫∞

0
σνN(E)fν(E)dE
∫∞

0
Efν(E)dE

, (5.2)

where Lν = φ0
ν〈Eν〉, and fν denotes the neutrino flux. The cross section used are

σνen(Eνe) ≈ 9.6 × 10−44

(

Eνe + △np

MeV

)2

cm2 , (5.3)

σν̄ep(Eν̄e) ≈ 9.6 × 10−44

(

Eν̄e −△np

MeV

)2

cm2 , (5.4)

where △np = 1.293 MeV is the mass difference between neutron and proton.

Note that the neutrino flux denoted as fν in Eq. (5.2) is the flux including collective

flavor oscillations. The swap between the active neutrinos due to collective effect can

change fν and hence Ye. To illustrate this better we show the ratio of the reaction rates

2For a detailed study of the effect of nuclear compositions on Ye we refer to [3]. Our main conclusions
come from impact of collective oscillations on r-process nucleosynthesis and are not expected to drastically
change as a result of reactions on bound nucleons.
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for ν̄e and νe explicitly in terms of the collective oscillation probabilities

λν̄ep

λνen
(r) =

∫∞

0
σν̄ep(E)P c

ν̄e
(r, E)φr

ν̄e
Ψν̄e(E)dE +

∫∞

0
σν̄ep(E)(1 − P c

ν̄e
(r, E))Ψνx(E)dE

∫∞

0
σνen(E)P c

νe
(r, E)φr

νe
Ψνe(E)dE +

∫∞

0
σνen(E)(1 − P c

νe
(r, E))Ψνx(E)dE

,

(5.5)

where P c
ν̄e

(r, E) and P c
νe

(r, E) are the anti-neutrino and neutrino survival probabilities with

collective oscillations and are calculated numerically as functions of radius and energy.

The minimal condition for the SN environment to become neutron reach is Ye < 0.5 which

translate as the condition λν̄ep/λνen > 1.

Let us begin by understanding the impact of collective flavor oscillations on r-process
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Figure 5.1: The electron fraction Ye for both hierarchies as a function of ‘r’, the distance of the region
from the center of the core.The spectrum model used is G3.

by discussing some limiting cases. In the no flavor oscillation limit, i.e. P c
ν̄e

= P c
νe

= 1.0
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for all energies, Eq. (5.5) reduces to

(

λν̄ep

λνen

)

no osc

≃ φr
ν̄e

φr
νe

∫∞

0
(E − ∆np)

2Ψν̄e(E)dE
∫∞

0
(E + ∆np)2Ψνe(E)dE

≃ φr
ν̄e

φr
νe

〈(E − ∆np)
2〉ν̄e

〈(E + ∆np)2〉νe

(5.6)

Since the average energy of ν̄e is greater than that of νe for all the three SN models that

we have considered, it is expected that 〈(E−∆np)
2〉ν̄e > 〈(E+∆np)

2〉νe. Therefore under

this approximation, for φr
ν̄e
/φr

νe
≥ 1, Ye < 0.5 always and r-process can proceed. The

condition Ye ≤ 0.5 in fact gives φr
ν̄e
/φr

νe
≥ 0.62 for LL and ≥ 0.88 for G1/G3 . For all

values of φr
ν̄e
/φr

νe
greater than this value, r-process can happen while for all values of

φr
ν̄e
/φr

νe
below this, r-process is forbidden.

Likewise one could consider the case where we have complete conversion of both neu-

trinos and antineutrinos where P c
ν̄e

= P c
νe

= 0 for all energies. One can easily show that

for this case λν̄ep/λνen = 〈(E − △np)
2〉νx/〈(E + △np)

2〉νx. As a result here one always

gets Ye > 0.5 as △np is positive. Note however that this case never happens in collective

oscillations and is therefore not realistic.

5.2 r-Process and Initial Relative Flux

We consider effect of collective effects on r-process for the realistic case, where the flavor

conversions are calculated numerically, as outlined in the previous section. In fig. 5.1 we

show the electron fraction Ye as a function of the radius (r), for different combinations of

φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

. We have taken the G3 model for the νe and ν̄e spectra. The upper panel is for

IH while the lower one is for NH. In the upper panel, the green line is for (φr
νe

, φr
ν̄e

) of (1.5,

2.0), the blue line for (0.8, 0.6), while the maroon line is for (2.3, 0.8). We can note from

the figure that for IH and (2.3, 0.8) case, there is no flavor conversion due to oscillations

for the inverted hierarchy. The probability P c
ν̄e

and P c
νe

for this case was shown in the

lowest right-hand panel of fig. 4.4, where we can see that P c
ν̄e

= P c
νe

= 1. Therefore as

discussed above, the λν̄ep/λνen = (0.8/2.3)∗〈(E−△np)
2〉ν̄e/〈(E+△np)

2〉νe = 0.396, giving

Ye ∼ 0.72. For the two other cases considered with IH we have oscillations due to single

and multiple splits. A scan of fig. 4.7 reveals that we have double splits in both neutrino

and antineutrino channels for the blue line with (0.80, 0.60) whereas for the maroon lines

of (1.50, 2.00) we have single splits in both neutrino and antineutrino channels with the
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split energy of neutrino lower than that of antineutrino. For both these cases we can

see very fast oscillations in Ye within the first 200 km, which can be attributed to the

bipolar collective oscillations. Beyond 300 km the value of Ye approaches a fixed value as

the neutrino density decreases very fast and the collective effects end. The reason that

one gets higher values of Ye for both of them after the completion of collective effects

compared to their values at 30 km can become clear from Eq. (5.5). For double splits for

fixed value of φr
ν̄e

/φr
νe

the contribution from the integrals in denominator in between the

split energies is more than the corresponding contribution in the numerator making the

ratio lower, resulting in higher Ye. On the other hand for the single split case of (1.50,

2.00) the low split energies in the denominator for neutrinos make the ratio of Eq. (5.5)

lower.

In the lower panels we assume NH and show Ye for (0.5, 0.6) by the green line,

for (1.35, 1.2) by the blue line, and (1.8, 2.4) by the maroon line. For the (1.35, 1.2)

case, we had noted before in fig. 4.2, that P c
ν̄e

= P c
νe

= 1 over the entire energy range.

For the case (1.8, 2.4) there is no conversion as well. Hence for these case there is no

flavor conversion and Ye stays constant for all r, given solely in terms of the φr
ν̄e

/φr
νe

and

〈(E −△np)
2〉ν̄e/〈(E + △np)

2〉νe ratios. For the case (0.5, 0.6) (cf. fig. 4.1) we have single

split in both the neutrino and antineutrino channels. For this case therefore we see a

variation in Ye as a function of the radius. Since we have noted that for cases of (φr
νe

, φr
ν̄e

)

for which there is flavor conversion due to collective effects, Ye fluctuates non-trivially with

the radius for r ∼< 400 km, therefore in what follows, we will show all results for r ∼> 400

km. That implies that we consider only the neutrino-driven wind region henceforth.

Figure. 5.1 also shows the most significant aspect of flavor conversion due to collective

effects. At r = 30 km, one is in the synchronization phase and the collective bipolar

oscillations are yet to set in. This is the limiting case of no conversion already discussed,

while by r = 400 km, they are complete. The maroon line (1.5, 2.0) for IH and green line

(0.5, 0.6) for NH show that collective effects can change the value of the electron fraction

from Ye < 0.5 (at r = 30 km) to Ye > 0.5 (at r = 400 km). Hence, we can explicitly see

that these combination of values of φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

(for the respective hierarchies) will not

allow r-process once collective effects are taken into account and hence will be ruled out
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Figure 5.2: The exclusion plot consistent with Ye < 0.45 for the spectrum G1, G3 and LL for both
NH and IH. The allowed area is to the left of the curves. The dotted orange lines denote the Lower Limit
(LL) and Upper Limit (UL) of φr

νe

and φr
ν̄e

for G1 and G3, arising from the two fold uncertainty defined
in Eq. 4.32. Similarly double dotted dashed brown lines denote the Lower Limit (LL) and Upper Limit
(UL) for the Lawrence Livermore spectrum model (LL).

if one imposes the criteria that Ye must be less than 0.5. Therefore, it is expected that

the exclusion plot for any specific limit on Ye will change once collective effects are taken

into account.

In fig. 5.2 we show the exclusion plot in the φr
νe

-φr
ν̄e

plane for Ye < 0.45. The lines

themselves correspond to the case when Ye = 0.45, while the allowed area (which gives

Ye < 0.45 or λν̄ep/λνen > 1.22) is to the left of the curves. We reiterate that the survival

probabilities for these plots have been calculated at r = 400 km. We vary φr
νe

and

φr
ν̄e

in the ranges (0.5,5.0) and (0.5,3.5) respectively. We plot exclusion curves for both

IH and NH, and for all the three spectra models. We also plot the exclusion curves

when collective oscillations are absent (WOC) for LL (thick red dashed) and G1/G3

(thick sky blue long dashed). These lines correspond to the no conversion case discussed

earlier. We can see that they are almost straight lines in the φr
νe

-φr
ν̄e

, with φr
ν̄e
/φr

νe
=
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Figure 5.3: Exclusion plots for NH and IH for model G3. The exclusion condition is varied from
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assumed two fold uncertainty of φr
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, for the spectrum model G3. The allowed region is on the
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1.22 ∗ 〈(E+△np)
2〉νe/〈(E−△np)

2〉ν̄e, for the respective spectral model. Since the average

energy as well as the spectral shape (cf. Eq. (4.24)) for both G1 and G3 are the same,

the exclusion lines for no oscillation case for them is identical. For LL, since the ratio

of 〈(E + △np)
2〉νe/〈(E −△np)

2〉ν̄e is smaller (0.62) than for G1/G3 (0.88), the exclusion

line for no oscillation case for LL corresponds to smaller φr
ν̄e
/φr

νe
. We see from the figure

that for NH the effect of collective oscillations are mainly in the low φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

region.

This conforms to the observation of previous chapter, where we had shown that the

split energy increased with increasing φr
νe

and/or φr
ν̄e

. Since the flux begins to fall with

increasing energy, the impact of collective oscillations fall for higher φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

. Hence

for all the three models, the NH exclusion curves at higher relative luminosities agree

with the WOC ones, as there is no observed collective effect there. Whereas at lower

relative luminosities the curves deviate from the WOC ones due to the observed single

splits, making the allowed region smaller. Again, as seen in fig. 5.1, the effect of collective

oscillations is to increase Ye for any given φr
ν̄e
/φr

νe
. Since Ye decreases with φr

ν̄e
/φr

νe
, the

exclusion plots shift to larger φr
ν̄e
/φr

νe
values once collective oscillations are switched on.

This results in the curves shifting to the left in the φr
ν̄e

-φr
νe

plane.
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Figure. 5.2 shows that for IH, the effect of collective oscillations can be very significant

in constraining the relative luminosities. This can be understood from fig. 4.7 ,5.1 and

Eq. 5.5. In fig. 5.1 we see that the effect of collective oscillation is to shift Ye to a higher

value. Eq. 5.5 shows that this can be balanced by increasing φr
ν̄e

compared to φr
νe

. This

results in shifting the contour plots to the left of the φr
ν̄e
− φr

νe
plane in fig. 5.2. Since fig.

4.7 and 5.2 show the same φr
νe

-φr
ν̄e

plane, we can see that for IH once collective oscillations

are switched on, the only region in this plane which remains allowed is the one where we

have double splits in the neutrino sector and no splits in the antineutrino sector. This is

the (II, 0) zone where Jz < 0 and Dz < 0.

One understands that stronger constraint on Ye reduces the allowed parameter space.

Figure. 5.3 shows the exclusion plots for IH and NH for the model G3 for various con-

straints Ye < 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.50. The left panel is for IH and the right one for NH.

Since higher values of φr
νe

gives higher Ye, as one reduces the required value of Ye, φ
r
ν̄e

gets

more constrained. The constraint on φr
ν̄e

is relatively weak. But very low values of φr
ν̄e

are not allowed as we have seen that lower values of φr
ν̄e

increase the electron fraction.

Some final comments are in order. We would like to reiterate here that our analysis and

the corresponding exclusion plots are meant as a proof of principle and merely indicate

the ranges of the allowed fluxes for which one gets neutron-rich regions for r-process in

the neutrino driven wind. They show that all r-process calculations should take collective

effects into account and such detailed simulations can be used to extract more rigorous

bounds on the initial fluxes.

Now we discuss the evolution as a function of time and its implication for our results.

Early times have larger luminosities and may deviate more from energy equipartition.

In realistic simulations in the cooling phase the luminosity for each species decreases

with time as mentioned earlier but it may be reasonable to assume that the relative

luminosities change very slowly with respect to time. With time the shock moves out,

the neutrinospheres slowly fall in, the matter in the hot bubble and the wind driven

region cools and the constituents change, first producing alpha-particles and then heavier

nuclei. The alpha particles are strongly bound systems and their excitation by ν/ν̄ can be

neglected. The inclusion of α-particles in the matter was considered in [5] and the effect
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of the nuclear composition involving heavier nuclei on Ye was looked at in [3]. A similar

study including spectral splits in a self-consistent manner for the time-evolved system

need to be undertaken separately in future.

One also realizes that there are many uncertainties that exist presently in the occur-

rence of the r-process in the supernovae. Firstly large entropy needed for the development

of the r-process, as mentioned earlier, need to be observed consistently in all one dimen-

sional simulations as well as in simulations going beyond one dimension. The hot bubble

region does have the problem of having lower entropy [1]. This is compounded by the

inability of simulations to give rise to outgoing shocks with the right explosion energy.

Often the physics understanding comes from the use of ‘semi-analytic models’ [1] that

critically depend on the three quantities Ye, the entropy and the dynamic timescale.

5.3 Discussion

In this chapter we showed that the inclusion of collective effects can affect the value

of Ye for realistic values of mass and mixing parameters. The electron fraction (Ye) as a

function of the radius of the core is calculated and it shows an oscillatory behavior in the

bipolar region due to collective effects, before saturating to a constant value which depends

on the initial luminosities and the pattern of flavor swap. We analyze the dependence for

different models of neutrino energy distributions. For each of the distributions initial fluxes

of different flavors are varied and constraints on the initial neutrino fluxes consistent with

successful r-process nucleosynthesis are shown in exclusion plots for these initial neutrino

fluxes. While a detailed simulation of the r-process nucleosynthesis inside the supernova

might bring some changes to the exclusion plots, this work illustrates the fact that such

exclusion plots are possible to achieve.

The variation in the number of spectral splits with the variation in the luminosity gives

rise to different possibilities of neutrino and antineutrino spectrum at the detector. The

constraints on luminosities obtained by ensuring r-process nucleosynthesis can provide

additional inputs in narrowing down the possible patterns.
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CHAPTER 6

Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Background (DSNB)

Future observation of neutrino signal from a core-collapse supernova (SN) is expected

to contribute significantly towards determination of the neutrino mass hierarchy and the

mixing angle θ13. However, supernovae are relatively rare in our galaxy with an estimated

rate of about 1−3 per century [1], which prompts consideration of the alternative strategy

to detect neutrinos from supernovae that are further away. Neutrinos accumulated in

the universe from all the SN explosions in the past and present epoch form a cosmic

background, known as the diffuse supernova neutrino background (DSNB) or supernova

relic neutrinos [2, 3, 4].

6.1 Introduction

The expected flux of these DSNB neutrinos depends mainly on the SN rate and the

flavor dependent flux of neutrinos from supernovae.

The SN rate can be either determined directly [5] or from the cosmic star formation

rate, which is measured using a variety of ways like galaxy luminosity function of rest-

frame ultraviolet radiation [6]–[14], far-infrared/sub-millimeter dust emission [15, 16] and

near-infrared Hα fluorescent line emission [17]–[20] and radio emission [21]. Though

these techniques suffer from various ambiguities and complications like dust extinction

[22], careful studies have enabled a determination of the star formation rate [23].

The typical neutrino flux from a SN on the other hand is not experimentally available.

The data from SN1987A do not allow a clean determination of the spectral parameters

[24]. So one has to resort to using primary neutrino fluxes predicted using SN simulations.

Fluxes predicted by different groups (and sometimes different simulations by the same

group) are at considerable variance, because of their different physics input [25, 26].
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Additionally, these primary fluxes are further mixed by flavor conversions as they stream

through the SN, thus requiring knowledge of not only the typical primary spectra, but

also the typical SN density profiles. The emitted neutrino fluxes are therefore ridden with

uncertainties at present. However, they could be made precise with more sophisticated

simulations or observation of a galactic SN.

Estimation of the DSNB flux has been performed earlier, with varying approaches and

results [23], [27]–[40]. Most studies have focused on DSNB detection via ν̄e scattering off

protons at water C̆erenkov detectors [39] and large liquid scintillator detectors [33]. On

the other hand, νe detection has been considered at a liquid argon detector [41] and at

Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) [42, 43]. In [40], authors have performed a de-

tailed comparative study of νe detection in different future large scale observatories – by

interaction of νe on oxygen in water C̆erenkov detectors, on carbon in liquid scintillator

detectors and on argon in liquid argon detectors. Experimentally, the best upper limits

at 90 % C.L. of 6.8 × 103 νe cm−2s−1 (25 MeV< Eνe < 50 MeV) and 1.2 ν̄e cm−2s−1

(Eν̄e > 19.3 MeV) come from the Liquid Scintillation Detector (LSD) [44] and the Super-

Kamiokande (SK) detectors [45] respectively. However, stronger bounds can be placed

on these fluxes, albeit using somewhat indirect arguments [43, 46]. Some of the theoret-

ical estimates of the DSNB fluxes predict event-rates for ν̄e that are tantalizingly close

to detection, e.g., the observational upper limit set by the SK collaboration [45]. The

prospects for discovery thus seem promising if a large water C̆erenkov detector like SK is

loaded with 0.02% GdCl3 [47] or if one or more of the proposed next generation detectors

become available.

The study presented in this chapter is very relevant as it focuses on the effect of

neutrino oscillation on DSNB. While considering the oscillation we for the first time added

effects of oscillations driven by neutrino-neutrino interaction in the DSNB fluxes. In this

initial study we considered a simplistic view of collective oscillations. The split scenario

assumed in this chapter is basically (I, I) (H,L) i.e, νe and νx spectra swap completely

above a critical energy of 7 MeV, whereas the ν̄e and ν̄x spectra swap at a much lower

critical energy around 1 MeV. As the fluxes below such low energies are negligible compare

to the rest part of the spectrum it is equivalent to assume that the ν̄e and νx spectra
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are swapped completely. However for normal hierarchy (NH) we assume the fluxes are

unaffected by the collective effect. Further out from the center of the star, the traditional

picture of flavor evolution by Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) conversion is not

changed, except that the primary fluxes emitted at the neutrinosphere undergo the above-

mentioned “pre-processing” due to the collective effects. In this chapter, we take the

SN rate deduced from the cosmic star formation rate calculated by Beacom et al. [23],

and the standard Λ-CDM cosmological model [48] as inputs to calculate the DSNB flux.

The expected DSNB flux in the case of IH turns out to be quite different from those

contained in previous works that disregarded collective effects. Thus the prospects of

DSNB detection at antineutrino and/or neutrino detectors are modified. We report the

DSNB fluxes and their observability, with and without neutron tagging, at the present

and proposed detectors.

6.2 DSNB in Terrestrial Detectors

SN explosions are fairly common events in the Universe. These explosions have injected

a large number of neutrinos, with energies of tens of MeV, in the Universe. These neutrinos

have created the diffuse SN neutrino background, as already mentioned. Evidently, the

DSNB flux depends on the two ingredients:

• The rate of SN explosions RSN(z), as a function of cosmological redshift z.

• The differential flux of neutrinos Fν(Eν), from a typical core-collapse event at red-

shift z.

The differential flux of neutrinos Fν(Eν) depends on the primary neutrino fluxes F 0
ν (Eν),

emitted from the neutrinosphere, which get modified due to

• Collective effects, i.e. neutrino-neutrino self interaction, close to the neutrinosphere.

• MSW effects, i.e matter driven neutrino oscillations in the SN mantle and envelope.

The total differential DSNB flux arriving at terrestrial detectors, expressed as the

number of neutrinos of flavor ν (where ν = νe, νµ, ντ and antineutrinos are denoted with a
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bar overhead) arriving per unit area per unit time per unit energy, due to all supernovae

in the universe up to a maximum redshift zmax, is

F ′
ν(Eν) =

∫ 0

zmax

(dz
dt

dz
) (1 + z)RSN(z)Fν((1 + z)Eν) . (6.1)

Here Eν is the neutrino energy at Earth and RSN(z) is the SN rate per comoving volume

at redshift z. For our numerical calculations we have assumed zmax = 7. Note that the

factor (1 + z) in the neutrino spectrum Fν((1 + z)Eν) incorporates the redshift of the

energy spectrum.

From the Friedmann equation for a flat universe we have

dz

dt
= −H0(1 + z)(Ωm(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ)1/2 . (6.2)

Thus the differential number flux of DSNB is

F ′
ν(Eν) =

c

H0

∫ zmax

0

RSN(z)Fν((1 + z)Eν)
dz

√

(Ωm(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ)
. (6.3)

For the standard Λ-CDM cosmology, we have

Ωm = 0.3 ; ΩΛ = 0.7 and H0 = 70 h70 km s−1 Mpc−1 . (6.4)

Therefore, we only need to know the SN rate RSN(z) and the differential flux of neutrinos

Fν(Eν), from a typical core-collapse event to calculate the DSNB flux at Earth.

6.2.1 The cosmic supernova rate

The SN rate RSN(z) is related to the cosmic star formation rate (RSF (z)), through

the initial mass function ϕ(m), which describes the differential mass distribution of stars

at formation [23, 34]. We assume that all stars that are more massive than 8M⊙ give rise

to core-collapse events and die on a timescale much shorter than the Hubble time, and

that the initial mass function ϕ(m) is independent of redshift. This allows us to relate

the star formation rate RSF (z) to the cosmic SN rate RSN(z) as

RSN(z) = RSF (z)

∫ 125M⊙

8M⊙
ϕ(m)dm

∫ 125M⊙

0.1M⊙
ϕ(m)mdm

. (6.5)
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For our estimates, we use the initial mass function from reference [49], i.e.

ϕ(m) ∝
{

m−1.50 (0.1M⊙ < m < 0.5M⊙)
m−2.15 (m > 0.5M⊙)

. (6.6)

Putting the above expression into Eq. (6.5) we find

RSN(z) = 0.0132 RSF (z)M−1
⊙ . (6.7)

It should be noted that the factor connecting RSN and RSF is quite insensitive to the

upper limit of the integrations in Eq. (6.5).

Recent careful studies on different indicators of the cosmic star formation rate have

been used to calculate the RSF and its normalization. We use the cosmic star formation

rate per comoving volume, RSF , from the concordance model advocated in [50, 51], which

is given by

RSF (z) ∝
{

(1 + z)3.44 z < 0.97
(1 + z)−0.26 0.97 < z < 4.48
(1 + z)−7.8 4.48 < z

, (6.8)

with the local star formation rate given by

RSF (0) = 0.0197 M⊙yr−1Mpc−3 . (6.9)

This model satisfies the experimental upper limit on DSNB set by SK [45], and hence is

known as the concordance model [23, 52].

6.2.2 Neutrino fluxes from core-collapse supernovae

Primary Neutrino Fluxes

As already discussed in the previous chapter, after the neutronization burst, ther-

mal neutrinos and antineutrinos of all three flavors are emitted with a pinched thermal

spectrum, that is conveniently parameterized as [53]

F 0
ν (Eν) =

L0
ν

〈Eν〉2
(1 + ζν)

1+ζν

Γ(1 + ζν)

(

Eν

〈Eν〉

)ζν

exp

(

−(1 + ζν)
Eν

〈Eν〉

)

, (6.10)

where L0
ν is the luminosity in the flavor ν, 〈Eν〉 is the average energy of ν, and ζν is the

pinching parameter at the neutrinosphere.

For our study, we take 3 sets of representative values of Φ0
ν = L0

ν/〈Eν〉, 〈Eν〉 and ζν

motivated by SN simulations. One simulation by the Lawrence Livermore group (LL),
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Figure 6.1: The DSNB flux spectrum arriving at Earth as a function of the (anti)neutrino energy at
Earth. The upper panels show the ν̄e flux while the lower panels show the νe flux. The left panels
correspond to the hypothetical case where we have only MSW matter effects in the SN while the right
panels correspond to the case where we have both collective as well as MSW-driven flavor transitions.
We have assumed that the initial neutrinos are given by the G1 model.
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and two different simulations by the Garching group (G1, G2) have been chosen for our

estimates, as shown in Table. 6.1.

Model 〈Eνe〉 〈Eν̄e〉 〈Eνx,ν̄x〉 Φr
νe

=
Φ0

νe

Φ0
νx

Φr
ν̄e

=
Φ0

ν̄e

Φ0
ν̄x

LL 12 15 24 2.0 1.6
G1 12 15 18 0.8 0.8
G2 12 15 15 0.5 0.5

Table 6.1: The parameters of the used primary neutrino spectra models motivated from
SN simulations of the Garching (G1, G2) and the Lawrence Livermore (LL) group. We
assume ζν̄x = 4 and ζν̄e = 3. The total luminosity is chosen to be 3 × 1053 erg.

Collective Effects and MSW Transitions

The primary fluxes (at the neutrinosphere) are further processed by collective effects

and MSW conversions before they get emitted from the SN3. In the following paragraph

the basic feature of collective conversion considered for this simplistic analysis is described.

Far from the neutrinosphere (at about a few hundred kilometers) as the neutrinos

stream outward, the neutrino density becomes smaller, and bipolar oscillations begin to

take place. In the case of IH, these oscillations have large amplitude even for a vanishingly

small mixing angle. These oscillations thus can lead to a complete swapping of the ν̄e

and ν̄x spectra. The νe and νx spectra cannot swap completely - the swap occurs only

above a certain energy Ec, giving rise to a spectral split [54]. Eventually, beyond a few

hundred kilometers, the neutrino-neutrino interaction becomes negligible, and collective

effects cease to be important.

For normal hierarchy (NH), the collective effects do not affect the fluxes significantly

and only MSW conversions are at work. In particular, the MSW resonances affect the νe

flux, while the ν̄e flux remains almost unaffected. For IH, the collective effects swap the νe

3The detailed picture of collective effects presented herein is valid only for initial spectra that resemble
the LL model. However we are interested in seeing the maximum effect that these new effects can cause,
and for that purpose it suffices to ignore more complicated features in the spectrum [57, 58, 59] for G1
or G2 like models.
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and νx above a certain energy Ec, determined by lepton number conservation [54, 55, 23].

On the other hand for antineutrinos, all ν̄e and ν̄x are swapped. This pre-processed

flux now undergoes the traditional MSW conversions which now affect the ν̄e flux, and

not the νe flux. The neutrinos then travel independently (while getting redshifted) as

mass-eigenstates until they reach Earth, wherein they are detected as flavor eigenstates

before or after having undergone regeneration inside the Earth. The fluxes of νe and ν̄e

arriving at Earth are given in Table. 6.2. The quantities such as F 0
να

, are the initial SN

neutrino fluxes while Fνα are the resultant fluxes emerging from the SN at redshift z.

The quantities s2
12 and c212 stand for sin2 θ12 (taken to be 0.3 for numerical studies) and

Normal hierarchy Inverted hierarchy

Fνe = s2
12

(

P13F
0
νe

+ (1 − P13)F
0
νx

)

+ c212F
0
νx

Fνe =

{

s2
12F

0
νe

+ c212F
0
νx

(E < Ec)
F 0

νx
(E > Ec)

Fν̄e = c212F
0
ν̄e

+ s2
12F

0
ν̄x

Fν̄e = s2
12F

0
ν̄x

+ c212
(

(1 − P13)F
0
ν̄e

+ P13F
0
ν̄x

)

Table 6.2: Electron neutrino and antineutrino spectra emerging from a SN.

cos2 θ12 respectively and P13 is the effective jump probability between the neutrino mass

eigenstates due to the MSW resonance(s), and takes a value between 0 and 1. The value

of P13 is approximately 0 if θ13 is large (i.e. θ13
>∼ 6 degrees) and for smaller values of θ13

(sin2θ13 ≤ 10−6) P13 is one.

To calculate the DSNB flux at Earth F ′(Eν), we need to integrate the fluxes in Table.

6.2, correctly redshifted and weighted by the SN rate RSN(z), over redshift z. We show

in fig. 6.1 the DSNB ν̄e (upper panels) and νe (lower panels) fluxes arriving on Earth as

a function of their (anti)neutrino energy at Earth. We have assumed the G1 model for

generating this figure. Note that the energy spectrum gets degraded to smaller energies

due to redshift. The left panels show the predicted fluxes when one takes both collective as

well as MSW transitions into account. To bring out the contrast with what the situation

was earlier, we show in the right panels the predicted fluxes if one does not take collective
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effects. We can see that for NH the prediction have remained the same even after collective

effects were taken, whereas for IH the fluxes are completely different.

6.2.3 Terrestrial detectors

An array of existing and planned detectors could catch the DSNB neutrinos. In what

follows, we will consider in particular three types of detectors for observing DSNB ν̄e:

• Water C̆erenkov detectors

• Liquid scintillator detectors

• Gadolinium loaded water C̆erenkov detectors

Detection of νe is more difficult. Both water and liquid scintillator detectors can in prin-

ciple detect νe (as well muon and tau flavored neutrinos and antineutrinos). In water

C̆erenkov detectors this can be done through neutrino-electron scattering. On the other

hand, in liquid scintillator in addition to the neutrino-electron scattering, one can detect

νe through charged current interaction on 12C, while the other species can be detected

through the neutral current interaction on 12C. However, the cross-section for these pro-

cesses are rather low. Another detector technology that has been proposed for detecting

νe is to use a high Z material, such as lead (and/or iron), interleaved with scintillators.

Among such proposals are the OMNIS/ADONIS projects and the HALO experiment

at SNOLAB [60]. Therefore the only chance for detecting the νe DSNB would be in a

reasonably large

• Liquid argon detector

Water C̆erenkov Detectors

An upper bound on the DSNB flux already exists from non-observation of these neutri-

nos at the SK experiment [45]. Using 1496 days of data with 22.5 kton of fiducial volume,

the DSNB flux has been constrained to be less than 1.2 cm−2 s−1 for 19.3 MeV < Eν < 30

MeV. SK is still running and could provide further constraint or evidence for DSNB fluxes

in the future. Megaton water detectors with fiducial volume in the ballpark of 500 kton
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have been planned in Japan (Hyper-Kamiokande (HK)) [61], Europe (MEMPHYS) [62],

and USA (UNO) [63]. These have been proposed to serve as the far detector for long

baseline experiments with powerful accelerator beams. At the same time, they would be

used to study neutrinos from natural sources, such as the Sun, atmosphere and nearby

supernovae. In particular, they will be useful tools for the observation of DSNB fluxes.

While in principle water detectors can detect neutrinos and antineutrinos of all flavors,

the easiest to observe is ν̄e, which is captured on protons via the inverse beta decay process

ν̄e + p→ e+ + n . (6.11)

The emitted positron is observed through the C̆erenkov cone produced by it. The “true”

positron energy is approximately related to the neutrino energy by Eν − 1.3 MeV. The

other types of neutrino species would scatter electrons and thereby could also be detected.

However, the cross-section for neutrino-electron scattering is much lower compared to the

reaction (6.11). Therefore, in this thesis we will consider the detection of only ν̄e in water

C̆erenkov detectors. The number of events per kton of detector mass is given as

Ne = nT T

∫ ∞

0

dEν

∫ Eup
e

Elow
e

dEe F ′
ν(Eν)σ(Eν)R(Eν , Ee) , (6.12)

where nT is the number of protons in a kton of detector mass, T is the total exposure

time, Ee the measured positron energy, Elow
e is the lower energy threshold, Eup

e is the

upper energy threshold, F ′
ν(Eν) is the DSNB flux at Earth, σ(Eν) is the cross-section and

R(Eν − 1.3, Ee) is the energy resolution of the detector. For the energy resolution we

assume a Gaussian form

R(Eν , Ee) =
1√

2πσE

exp

(−(Eν − 1.3 − Ee)
2

2σ2
E

)

, (6.13)

where all quantities are given in units of MeV and σE is the half width at half maximum

(HWHM). For the water C̆erenkov detector we use

σE = 0.47
√

(Eν(MeV) − 1.3) . (6.14)

From fig. 6.1 we can see that the DSNB fluxes being redshifted, arrive on Earth

predominantly within the energy window Eν = (0− 35) MeV, above which the fluxes are
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negligible. In this energy range water C̆erenkov detectors also register events coming from

a myriad of other sources. The main sources of particles which would imitate the DSNB

signal include reactor ν̄e, atmospheric νe and ν̄e, solar νe, spallation products induced

by cosmic ray muons, and neutrinos from “invisible muons” produced by atmospheric

νµ and ν̄µ. These form a background for the DSNB signal. Events due to reactor ν̄e

appear roughly in the energy range (1.8 − 8) MeV and these events can be estimated

using the information from reactor power and their distances from the detector. In the

case of SK for instance, it will be even easier to estimate them since KamLAND [64]

directly observes these events. The events due to atmospheric νe and ν̄e are expected to

be lower compared to those due to DSNB below E ≃ 30 MeV. Number of events expected

from atmospheric νe and ν̄e can be anyway estimated using the predicted fluxes at these

energies and can be included in the analysis of DSNB events. Therefore, these events do

not pose a very serious threat to the DSNB analysis. Events due to neutrinos coming from

the Sun fall in the energy range Eν ∼< 20 MeV and can also be estimated fairly well using

the fluxes from the standard solar model as well as from the direct observation of the

8B fluxes at SNO [65]. These neutrinos can also be identified in the detector from their

directionality. Indeed these are the solar neutrino events that SK observes. Therefore,

these events do not pose a serious threat to DSNB observation either. The type of events

which cause a serious concern are the ones produced from spallation. These events are

typically important in the energy window relevant for solar neutrinos, viz. for E ∼< 20

MeV. The SK collaboration in their paper [45] show that after suitable cuts there are

almost no spallation events above Ee > 18 MeV. The lower threshold for the neutrino

energy is hence restricted to Eν ≥ 19.3 MeV. The upper limit is taken as 30 MeV.

Despite the different cuts and selection criteria there are two sources of neutrinos which

still appear as backgrounds for the DSNB detection. The first has already been discussed

above – the νe and ν̄e events from atmospheric neutrinos. These background events

have to be estimated using the detector Monte Carlo. The second type of background

comes from “invisible muons” produced by atmospheric νµ and ν̄µ. These are events

where atmospheric νµ and/or ν̄µ produce muons with kinetic energy less than 53 MeV,

which is the threshold for emitting C̆erenkov photons. These muons/antimuons therefore
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pass undetected and eventually decay into electrons/positrons which are observed by the

detector. Estimates for the background due to both these sources have been made by the

SK collaboration and can be found in [45].

Liquid Scintillator Detectors

Number of events expected in liquid scintillator are also given by Eq. (6.12). The

predominant reaction is ν̄e capture of protons (cf. reaction (6.11)). The other detection

reactions in liquid scintillators are charged and neutral current scattering off electrons,

charged current capture of νe and ν̄e on 12C, neutral current break-up of 12C (see [66]

for reactions of 12C)4 and neutral current scattering off protons [67]. However, the cross-

section for these processes is small, especially at low energies [40, 68, 69], and we reiterate

that due to redshift the DSNB fluxes are peaked at lower energies. Therefore, even for

liquid scintillators the main detection weapon is the reaction (6.11). However, compared to

the water detectors, liquid scintillators can use the reaction (6.11) more efficiently, whereby

they tag the released neutron. While the positron is detected promptly, the neutron is

captured by a proton in the detector, releasing a 2.2 MeV photon which is detected in

delayed coincidence after 180 µs. This results in lesser problems with backgrounds, and

liquid scintillator detectors can be used to observe the DSNB neutrino in the broader

energy window of Eν = (10 − 25) MeV [33].

The other major difference between the liquid scintillator detector and water C̆erenkov detector

is in the energy resolution, which is much better for the former. The HWHM for liquid

scintillator detectors is expected to be better than

σE = 0.1
√

Eν(MeV) − 0.8 . (6.15)

The KamLAND detector in Japan [64] and Borexino in Italy [70] are the currently

running liquid scintillator detectors. While KamLAND has a total mass of 1 kton, Borex-

ino is much smaller and comprises of about 300 ton of liquid scintillator. The detectors

for the upcoming second generation reactor experiments designed to probe θ13 would be

far too small to contribute to the study of DSNB neutrinos. However, one could look

4Liquid scintillator detectors can also detect the DSNB νe flux by their charged current interactions
on 12C [40].
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forward to proposals such as LENA [33] which would be situated in the Pyhasalmi mine

in Finland and is expected to have 50 kton of liquid scintillator. Such a big liquid scin-

tillator detector could collect sizable number of DSNB events and prove to be a pivotal

player in this game. Another large liquid scintillator detector proposal is the Hanohano

project in Hawaii [71].

Gadolinium Loaded Water C̆erenkov Detectors

The neutron released in the reaction (6.11) when captured on protons emits only a

2.2 MeV photon. This is below the detection threshold of water detectors and hence they

cannot normally tag the released neutron by delayed coincidence, as liquid scintillators

can. However, things could change dramatically if GdCl3 is dissolved into the water.

Gadolinium has a large cross-section for neutron capture and the capture of neutron on

Gadolinium releases a 8 MeV gamma cascade. This being above the energy threshold,

could be easy to observe in water detectors [47], transforming them into giant ν̄e detectors

with statistics many times the statistics expected in scintillator detectors. This could give

exceptional sensitivity to neutrino oscillation parameters using reactor antineutrinos [72].

This will help also in DSNB detection by lowering the lower energy threshold, and we

should be able to use the same energy window as in liquid scintillators. Following [33], we

present our results for the energy range (10 − 30) MeV. The energy resolution of course

continues to be given by Eq. (6.14).

Liquid Argon Detectors

Liquid argon TPCs are unique as they allow the detection of νe. The only other

νe sensitive detector technology that we have so far seen built on a large scale was the

heavy water detector at SNO. However, SNO is now dismantled. Significant amount of

R&D on the other hand has gone into the liquid argon option. The ICARUS detector

[73] in Italy already consists of a 600 ton module and has shown the feasibility of this

detector technology. Since it is one of the few detector types which can be built on a

large scale and allows for very fine granularity, good electron detection efficiency as well

as detection of τ events, this is often considered as a far detector option for the Neutrino
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Factory. Feasibility of probing galactic SN neutrinos was studied in [74, 75] and DSNB in

[41, 40]. A future large liquid argon detector could have a mass of about 100 kton. Some

of the currently pursued proposals include GLACIER [76], MODULAr [77] and FLARE

[78]. Energy resolution in this detector is expected to be extremely good and at energies

relevant for the neutrino factory it is believed to be in the ballpark of σE ∼ 0.03
√

E (GeV)

Therefore, at energies relevant for DSNB, one can assume that the energy reconstruction

could be almost perfect. In what follows, we work under this assumption and give our

results in terms of the neutrino energy. Since further R&D would be needed to determine

the backgrounds in this detector, we will show results for an energy window of (20 − 40)

MeV.

6.3 Expected Events from DSNB

6.3.1 DSNB antineutrino events in water and scintillator detectors

We give in this subsection the number of DSNB ν̄e events expected in water and

scintillator detectors. The total expected number of events are presented in Table. 6.3.

The energy windows in which we have calculated the total number of events were discussed

in the previous section and are shown in the parentheses in the first row of the table. The

number of events per year have been calculated assuming a fiducial mass of 22.5 kton for

SK and Gadolinium loaded SK (GDSK), 1 Mton for a future megaton detector (marked

in the table symbolically as HK) and Gadolnium loaded megaton water detector (GDHK)

and 50 kton for the scintillator detector (LENA). The results for NH remain the same

for any value of θ13. For IH the neutrino oscillation probability and hence the number

of events depend on θ13. We explicitly show results for two extreme values of θ13 – for

small θ13 such that the jump probability P13 = 1 and for large θ13 such that the jump

probability P13 = 0. For showcasing the impact of collective effects on the predictions

for DSNB (anti)neutrino events, we also present in the Table. 6.3 expected number of

events if collective effects were not taken into account. These are shown in parenthesis.

When there are no collective effects, one has only standard MSW transitions in the SN

and it is well known that in this case antineutrinos undergo maximal flavor transitions

for IH when θ13 is large (P13 = 0), while for small values of θ13 or with NH (for any θ13)
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SK GDSK HK GDHK LENA
Model Hierarchy (19.3 - 30.0) (10.0 - 30.0) (19.3 - 30.0) (10.0 - 30.0) (10.0 - 25.0)

(MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV)

G1
NH 1.7 (1.7) 4.9 (4.9) 67.8 (67.8) 196.0 (196.0) 6.4 (6.4)

IH (P13 = 0) 1.7 (2.7) 4.9 (7.4) 67.8 (109.6) 196.0 (296.0) 6.4 (9.5)

IH (P13 = 1) 2.7 (1.7) 7.4 (4.9) 109.6 (67.8) 296.0 (196.0) 9.5 (6.4)

G2
NH 1.1 (1.1) 3.5 (3.5) 42.6 (42.6) 139.5 (139.5) 4.6 (4.6)

IH (P13 = 0) 1.1 (1.5) 3.5 (5.1) 42.6 (58.5) 139.5 (205.7) 4.6 (6.9)

IH (P13 = 1) 1.5 (1.1) 5.1 (3.5) 58.5 (42.6) 205.7 (139.5) 6.9 (4.6)

LL
NH 2.5 (2.5) 6.2 (6.2) 98.2 (98.2) 246.0 (246.0) 7.7 (7.7)

IH (P13 = 0) 2.5 (4.4) 6.2 (8.9) 98.2 (175.7) 246.0 (356.0) 7.7 (10.6)

IH (P13 = 1) 4.4 (2.5) 8.9 (6.2) 175.7 (98.2) 356.0 (246.0) 10.6 (7.7)

Table 6.3: Number of expected events per year per 22.5 kton of SK and GDSK, 1000 kton
of HK and GDHK, and 50 kton of LENA. The events without collective effects are shown
in parenthesis for comparison.
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Figure 6.2: Number of expected events as a function of the jump probability P13 for the G1 model.
Black lines are for NH and blue dashed lines for IH. The yellow dashed dotted lines show the case for IH
without collective effects (WOC).

there is no matter enhanced resonant oscillations and these two scenarios give identical

results. We therefore get larger number of events for IH and large θ13. However, once the

collective effects are switched on, the small and large θ13 cases of IH switch roles. Since

there are now two stages of flavor conversions, first due to collective effects deep inside

the SN and then due to MSW transitions, the final ν̄e fluxes are such that IH with large

θ13 and NH give identical predictions, while IH with small θ13 predicts larger number of

events (cf. upper right panel of fig. 6.1).
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Figure 6.3: Number of expected events per year in 2 MeV positron energy bins in SK (upper panel)
HK (middle panel) and LENA (lower panel). The solid black lines show the projected event spectrum
for NH while the dashed blue lines are if IH was true with P13 = 1. The SN flux model corresponds to
G1.

It can be seen, that we expect about a couple of events per year in SK 5. This would

go up by a factor of about 2− 3 if Gadolinium were to be added to the water. The corre-

sponding number for a megaton of water would be scaled upwards by a factor of 1000/22.5

and we expect about 40− 176 (140− 356) events per year in megaton water (Gadolinium

loaded water) detectors depending on the choice of the neutrino mass hierarchy and θ13

and the SN model. After 10 years of running these numbers would be a factor of 10 higher,

5Note that there will also be a large number of background events in the detector and one has to find
the signal by looking at excess of events above the fluctuations in the background. This makes DSNB
detection more difficult.
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and we could have a few thousand events in the Gadolinium loaded detector. It should

therefore be straightforward for megaton water detectors, with or without Gadolinium,

to be able to observe these DSNB fluxes. More importantly we note that for a given SN

flux model, it should be easy for megaton water detectors to determine the hierarchy, if

sin2 θ13 ∼< 10−5. For almost vanishing θ13, we can see that for G1, NH predicts 1960± 44

(678 ± 26) events in 10 years of running of GDHK (HK) while IH predicts 2960 ± 54

(1096± 33). It would therefore be easy to distinguish one hierarchy from the other. Note

that this is one of the very rare type of experiments which can give information about the

neutrino mass hierarchy even if θ13 was below the reach of the most Neutrino Factory and

Beta-beam experiments. A 50 kton liquid scintillator detector should be able to record

46 − 106 events in 10 years of running.

We have shown in the table, number of events expected assuming either the G1, G2

or LL model for the initial SN neutrino fluxes. We find that the lowest number of events

are predicted by the G2 model, while LL predicts the highest event rate. In fact, one can

see that the event rate predicted by NH and G1 is close is that predicted by IH and G2.

Likewise, the rate predicted by IH and G1 is close to the one predicted by NH and LL.

We have discussed before the uncertainty associated with the SN models. Therefore, if

the uncertainty in the model predictions for the initial fluxes remain at the current level,

then it might be hard to distinguish the hierarchy from the DSNB itself, especially in

the smaller detectors. However, for Gadolinium loaded megaton water detectors it might

still be possible to say something about the hierarchy. Also, for G2 and NH (LL and

IH) we have a prediction which is lower (higher) than any other case and therefore for

these cases there is no confusion. For instance, if GDHK records less (greater) than 1500

(3000) events, we could say that the hierarchy is normal (inverted). Of course, we have

nowhere taken into account the uncertainty in the star formation rate. That might bring

additional complication, which we do not address in this thesis.

So far we have presented results only for two extreme cases of θ13, very low corre-

sponding to P13 = 1 and very high corresponding to P13 = 0. For intermediate values of

the mixing angle the jump probability ranges between 0 and 1. We show in fig. 6.2 how

the total event rate in the different detectors change as a function of P13. The SN model
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assumed is G1. Solid black lines show the case for NH while the dashed blue lines show

the case for IH, where we have included both collective as well as MSW transitions inside

the SN. It is easy to see from the expressions given in Table. 6.2 that for IH, the event

rate would rise almost linearly with P13. If collective effects were not taken into account

then the trend would have been the opposite, and we would see a decrease in the ν̄e event

rate with P13. These are shown for the different detectors by the yellow dot-dashed lines

in the figure.

For sizable number of events, it might even be possible to do a spectral analysis of the

DSNB events. We show in fig. 6.3 the event spectrum for 22.5 kton SK (upper panel),

1 Mton HK (middle) and 50 kton LENA (lower panel). The events per year are shown

in 2 MeV energy bins. The solid black lines give the event spectrum for NH while the

blue dashed lines are for IH with P13 = 1. We show results where both collective as well

as MSW oscillations are taken into account. Upper and lower energy threshold for the

different cases are indicated by vertical lines and we have assumed the G1 model for the

initial fluxes.

6.3.2 DSNB neutrino events in liquid argon detectors

Liquid argon TPC could offer a unique laboratory to probe νe from a future galactic

SN as well as from the DSNB around us. We show in Table. 6.4 the number of expected νe

charged current events on 40Ar. We show results for NH and large θ13 (P13 = 0), NH and

small θ13 (P13 = 1), and IH for any value of θ13. Expected number of events are shown for

the three benchmark flux models. We see that the number of νe events expected in liquid

argon detectors is extremely small. This is because the νe+
40Ar → e−+40K∗ cross-section

(taken from [75]) is very small at low energies and rises very fast as the energy increases.

The DSNB flux on the other hand gets redshifted to lower energies thereby reducing the

number of events. In particular, the DSNB flux is peaked at around 5 MeV, with very

few neutrinos in the energy window 20–40 MeV (cf. fig. 6.1). It might also be interesting

to compare the number of expected νe events in a liquid argon detector, with the number

of ν̄e events in a water detector, for same number of target nuclei/nucleons. It turns out

that 100 kton of liquid argon has 1.5× 1033 argon targets, while 22.5 kton water detector
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G1 G2 LL

NH (P13 = 0) 4.9 (4.9) 2.3 (2.3) 9.9 (9.9)

NH (P13 = 1) 3.6 (3.6) 1.7 (1.7) 7.3 (7.3)

IH 4.9 (3.6) 2.3 (1.7) 9.9 (7.3)

Table 6.4: Number of νe charged current events on 40Ar per year per 100 kton of Liquid
argon TPC in the energy window Eν = (20 − 40) MeV. The events without collective
effects are shown in parenthesis for comparison.
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Figure 6.4: Number of expected events per year in 2 MeV neutrino energy bins in a 100 kton Liquid
argon TPC. The solid black lines show the projected event spectrum for NH (P13 = 1) while the dashed
blue lines are if IH was true. The SN flux model corresponds to G1.
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(SK) also has 1.5× 1033 proton targets. On the other hand, the cumulative cross-section

in the energy window of 20–40 MeV for νe capture on 40Ar is larger than the cross-section

for ν̄e capture on protons by a factor of about 2. Signal in this energy window, for the

LL SN model with complete flavor conversion6, would be 9.9 and 5.8 events in 100 kton

of liquid argon and 22.5 kton of water, respectively. This implies a ratio of about 1.7,

which agrees with the rough estimate of the factor of 2 coming from the difference in

the cross-sections. If we could lower the energy threshold in liquid argon to 5.5 MeV, we

could expect about 8.1 events per year for NH with small θ13 and about 10.5 events per

year for IH (and NH with large θ13). In fig. 6.4 we show the event spectrum in bins of 2

MeV width. The black solid line shows the spectrum for NH with P13 = 1 while the blue

dashed line is for IH.

6.4 Discussions

Neutrinos emitted by core-collapse supernovae over the entire history of the Universe,

pervade us. This is the so-called diffuse supernova neutrino background. The DSNB

fluxes are theoretically given by folding the neutrinos emitted from a typical SN with the

rate of SN explosions as a function of the redshift, and integrating over all redshifts to

take into account all possible SN explosions that might have happened in the Universe.

Since the final fluxes emerging from the SN depend on neutrino flavor coversions inside

the SN, the DSNB fluxes also depend very crucially on neutrino properties. Therefore,

while a galactic SN event is eagerly awaited in order to shed light on SN theory on one

hand and neutrino properties on the other, detecting the DSNB in currently running and

future detectors could help us constrain SN dynamics, cosmic star formation rate as well

as neutrino properties. However, the primary agenda is to successfully observe them in

terrestrial detectors.

Being redshifted, the spectrum of DSNB fluxes is peaked at smaller energies, making

their detection even more challenging. So far the running Super-Kamiokande detector

6For complete flavor conversion, the resultant flux at both liquid argon and water detector is νx, and
is therefore the same. Of course in reality, complete flavor conversion can be possible only in one channel.
The above example is just to illustrate the difference in the number of events for the two detector types
being compared.
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has managed to put an upper bound on the ν̄e DSNB flux. However, the situation might

improve in the future with possibility of a signal in the upcoming large scale detectors

which would be built to serve as the far detector for high performance neutrino beam

experiments. Observing DSNB would be free for these detectors and the physics output

from that would be immense. In this chapter we re-analyzed the potential of a selected

class of future detectors to detect DSNB fluxes. Such an analysis has been warranted by

the flurry of activity in the field of SN neutrino research, following the revival of interest

in neutrino-neutrino self-interaction and it was necessary to revisit the issue of DSNB

detection.

We considered water, Gadolinium loaded water and liquid scintillator detectors for ν̄e

DSNB detection and liquid argon TPC for observing the νe DSNB flux. A major issue in

this field is the model uncertainties in the SN neutrino fluxes themselves. We presented

results for three SN neutrino flux models. We calculated the total number of events

for both the hierarchies and for two extreme values of θ13 resulting in jump probability

P13 → 0 and 1. Number of events expected in future megaton water and 50 kton liquid

scintillator detectors are large, with a few thousand events expected in Gadolinium loaded

megaton water detectors running for 10 years. For true inverted hierarchy, it becomes

possible to get very large flavor oscillations even if θ13 → 0. We showed that under

fortunate circumstances, it might be possible to get information on the neutrino mass

hierarchy by observing DSNB in megaton water detectors. Note that this is a very unique

situation, since for θ13 → 0 it becomes almost impossible to determine the hierarchy using

long baseline experiments. In this way, DSNB detection could be complementary to the

long baseline program. We also showed how the total number of events change if θ13

increases from very small to very large values, decreasing P13 from 1 to 0. Finally, we

showed the event spectrum by binning the prospective data in 2 MeV bins.

In conclusion, very large number of DSNB events are expected in the next generation

detectors and therefore, it should be possible to observe DSNB ν̄e in the future. Collective

effects inside SN significantly change the predicted number of DSNB events if the hierarchy

is inverted. Under fortunate conditions it might be possible to determine the neutrino

mass hierarchy using the DSNB signal and this could be done even if θ13 → 0, in which
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case long baseline experiments would not be able to tell the hierarchy at all. One might

even feel optimistic about learning about neutrino oscillation parameters, cosmic star

formation rate and maybe about SN physics, by observing these relic neutrinos in future

detectors.

However it should always be kept in mind that the distinguishability of hierarchy is

highly dependent on the initial flux models of the emitted neutrinos. Moreover different

SNe may emit different fluxes. In that case the hierarchy sensitivity has to be averaged

as DSNB is a collective background of all past SNe. In the next chapter we will show

how the hierarchy distinguishability will get affected if all the SNe do not have identical

neutrino flux.
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CHAPTER 7

Variation of Split Pattern and Diffuse Supernova

Neutrino Background

In the previous chapters we have seen that the ‘collective’ nature of simultaneous

flavor conversions of both neutrinos and antineutrinos give rise to ‘splits’ in the spectra

of the neutrinos and antineutrinos. These splits occur due to sudden change in the

oscillation probability, causing spectral swaps which may end up in observable effects.

We also found that the impact of collective oscillations on the spectra are different for the

Normal Hierarchy (NH) and the Inverted Hierarchy (IH). This opens up the possibility of

identifying the neutrino mass hierarchy via observation of collective effects in the neutrino

signal from a future galactic supernova event [1, 2]. Our analysis also described that fact

that prospect of finding DSNB in the near future detectors is a promising alternative way

of looking at SN neutrinos

As described in the last chapter the two key ingredients in the calculation of DSNB

are (i) the SN rate which is proportional to cosmic star formation rate and (ii) the ν and

ν̄ energy spectra. Whereas reliable estimates are now available for the star formation

rate and the SN rate [3, 4], the prediction for the SN neutrino spectra has gone through

an evolution over the years. Earlier considerations of matter induced resonances were

followed by incorporating the ‘collective’ effects due to interaction amongst the neutrinos

themselves in the high density central regions of the core. The somewhat simplified

study described in the last chapter on the effect of the collective flavor oscillations on

DSNB fluxes and the corresponding predicted number of events in terrestrial detectors

demonstrated that the event rate gets substantially modified by collective effects. The

results also showed that observation of the DSNB fluxes at earth could shed light on the

neutrino mass hierarchy. However, that study was based on several assumptions about
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the collective effects. In particular, in chapter. 4 we described how the neutrino and

antineutrino survival probabilities and hence different split patterns depend crucially on

the relative luminosities of the initial neutrino fluxes produced inside the exploding star

[5, 6, 7]. Therefore, one can predict the final neutrino and antineutrino spectra from

a given SN with reasonable accuracy only if one already has access to the initial flux

conditions. This complication is further compounded for the DSNB, as the DSNB flux

comes from a superposition of the fluxes from all past SNe. Since the initial flux conditions

are expected to be sensitive to the properties of the progenitor star and since we have

a whole distribution of stars which end up being a SN, it is a complicated business to

accurately estimate the DSNB spectra after accounting for the collective effects, which

are bound to happen in almost every SN.

In this chapter we incorporate the observation of different split patterns in the spectra

for the calculation of DSNB and do not take the relative (anti)neutrino fluxes to have fixed

values. The main focus of this analysis is to check the effect of a distribution of supernovae

with initial flux on the measurement of the neutrino mass hierarchy via the observation

of the DSNB signal. Since the distribution of the initial fluxes over all past SNe are

not available to us, we parameterize this by a log-normal distribution. The log-normal

distribution has two parameters which define the mean and width of the distribution.

Since they are also unknown, we choose various plausible values for them. We calculate

the DSNB event rate averaged over these distributions. We study how the hierarchy

measurement is affected when one takes the distribution of initial relative fluxes into

account and find situations where the hierarchy determination may be possible.

7.1 The Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Background Revisited

As allready described in the previous chapter we briefly recapitulate the calculation

of DSNB. The differential number flux of DSNB is

F
′

ν(Eν) =
c

H0

zmax
∫

0

RSN(z)Fν(E)
dz

√

Ωm(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ

, (7.1)

where Eν = (1 + z)−1 E is the redshifted neutrino energy observed at earth while E

is the neutrino energy produced at the source, Fν is the neutrino flux for each core
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collapse SN, RSN(z) the cosmic SN rate at redshift z, and the Hubble constant taken as

H0 = 70 h70 km s−1 Mpc−1. For the standard Λ-CDM cosmology, we have matter and

dark energy density Ωm = 0.27 and ΩΛ = 0.73, respectively [8]. As Eq. (7.1) suggests the

DSNB flux at earth depends on two factors: (i) the cosmic SN rate and (ii) the initial SN

neutrino spectrum from each SN.

The cosmic SN rate is related to the star formation rate RSF (z), through a suitable

choice of Initial Mass Function (IMF) as RSN(z)=0.0132 × RSF (z)M−1
⊙ [9, 10]. The IMF

takes into account that only stars with masses larger than 8M⊙ result in supernova explo-

sion. For the cosmic star formation rate we take a conservative estimate of [11] compare

to the previously described model [12] in chapter. 6. Thus the results in this chapter

would be a conservative limit of DSNB and its neutrino properties resolution capabilities.

The RSF considered here in per comoving volume is

RSF(z) = 0.32 fSNh70
e3.4z

e3.8z + 45

√

Ωm(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ

(1 + z)3/2
, (7.2)

where fSN is normalization of the order of unity and RSF(z) is in units of M⊙yr−1Mpc−3

[11, 13]. The initial SN neutrino spectrum emitted from the neutrinosphere is parameter-

ized in the form [14]

F 0
ν (E) = (

L0
ν

〈Eα〉
) × (

(1 + ζα)1+ζα

Γ(1 + ζα)〈Eα〉

(

E

〈Eα〉

)ζα

e−(1+ζα)E/〈Eα〉)

= φ0
ν × ψ(E), (7.3)

where φ0
ν is the total initial flux estimated for the initial luminosity L0

ν and average

energy(〈Eα〉). The spectral shape also depends on the energy distribution ψ(E), which is

parameterized by the pinching parameter α. In this study we use 〈Eνe〉= 12 MeV, 〈Eν̄e〉=
15 MeV, 〈Eνx〉=18 MeV with ζνx=ζν̄x = 4 and ζνe=ζν̄e = 3. The average energies of the

different flux types will also vary from SN to SN. However for simplicity, in this work

we choose to keep the average energies fixed. We assume that 3 × 1053 erg of energy is

released in (anti)neutrinos by all SNe.

We have already mentioned the fact that the collective and MSW oscillations are

widely separated in space and hence they can be considered independent of each other.
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Normal hierarchy
Fνe = s2

12Pc(φ
r
νe
, φr

ν̄e
, E)(2P13 − 1)(F 0

νe
− F 0

νx
)

+s2
12(1 − P13)(F

0
νe
− F 0

νx
) + F 0

νx
.

Fν̄e = c212P̄c(φ
r
νe
, φr

ν̄e
, E)(F 0

ν̄e
− F 0

νx
) + F 0

νx
.

Inverted hierarchy
Fνe = s2

12Pc(φ
r
νe
, φr

ν̄e
, E)(F 0

νe
− F 0

νx
) + F 0

νx
.

Fν̄e = c212P̄c(φ
r
νe
, φr

ν̄e
, E)(2P13 − 1)(F 0

ν̄e
− F 0

νx
)

+c212(1 − P13)(F
0
ν̄e
− F 0

νx
) + F 0

νx
.

Table 7.1: Electron neutrino and antineutrino spectra emerging from a SN.

Thus the flux reaching the MSW resonance region already has the effects of the collective

oscillations. It has been seen that collective oscillations can give rise to different split

patterns of the neutrino spectra depending on the initial relative flux of νe and ν̄e with

respect to flavor νx or νy, so we define φr
νe

=
φ0

νe

φ0
νx

and φr
ν̄e

=
φ0

ν̄e

φ0
νx

as measures of the relative

fluxes following chapter. 4. The electron antineutrino flux beyond the collective region

can swap to x flavor above some energy (single split) or can swap in some energy interval

(double split) or even can remain unchanged (no split) depending on the initial relative flux

φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

[5, 6, 7]. DSNB is affected differently with these different oscillation scenarios.

To incorporate the effect of collective oscillations we work in a two flavor scenario 7 as

for a shallow neutrino-neutrino interaction potential the three flavor collective evolution

effectively involves only two flavors of neutrinos (νe, νx), while the other flavor (νy) does

not evolve [15, 16]. The only way νy can affect the final neutrino spectrum is by MSW

transition. The fluxes after both the collective and MSW oscillation Fνe and Fν̄e are given

in Table.7.1.

7Recent papers [15, 16] have explored the effect of three flavors on the outcome of the split patterns
in collective oscillations. While the three flavor results do differ from that of the two flavors in certain
regimes of the initial flux parameter space for IH, the effects are mainly of the nature of a subtle correction
when we do the averaging over different distribution. The main conclusions of this chapter – as we later
see – therefore remain largely independent of these correction effects.
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In Table.7.1, P13 is the effective jump probability between the neutrino mass eigen-

states due to the atmospheric mass squared driven MSW resonance. It takes a value be-

tween 0 and 1 depending on the value of the mixing angle θ13. For θ13 large (sin2 θ13 ∼> 0.01)

P13 ≃ 0, while for small θ13 (sin2 θ13 ∼< 10−6) P13 ≃ 1 [17]. The quantities s2
12 and c212

stand for sin2 θ12 (taken to be 0.3 for numerical studies) and cos2 θ12, respectively. The

quantities Pc and P̄c are the neutrino and antineutrino survival probability after the collec-

tive effect, respectively. These collective survival probabilities are calculated numerically

taking ∆m2 = 3 × 10−3 eV 2 and a small effective mixing angle of 10−5. 8 As discussed

before, Pc and/or P̄c, which is a function of the neutrino energy E, show pattern of sudden

change between 0 and 1, leading to sudden change in the neutrino and/or antineutrino

spectra. Depending on the number of times the value of Pc (and/or P̄c) changes, we can

have more than one sudden swap of the neutrino (and/or antineutrino) spectra, referred

as multiple split [5, 6, 7]. The split patterns as we have shown, crucially depend on the

initial relative flux densities of the neutrino and antineutrino. The initial relative neutrino

and antineutrino flux densities are expected to vary among different SN.

This variation in φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

in different SNe might have origin in difference of pro-

genitor mass, different luminosity etc. In fact even different simulations allow wide vari-

ation of φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

within the 2 fold uncertainty around equipartition ( 〈Eνx 〉
2〈Eνe 〉

≤ φr
νe

≤
2〈Eνx〉
〈Eνe 〉

; 〈Eνx〉
2〈Eν̄e 〉

≤ φr
ν̄e

≤ 2〈Eνx〉
〈Eν̄e 〉

.) [19]. Most models predict lνe ≃ lν̄e , where lνe and lν̄e are

the relative luminosity ( Lνα

LTotal
) of νe and ν̄e respectively [33]. However, the combined

luminosity of νµ, ντ , ν̄µ and ντ is seen to be rather disparate between the different model

results9. The most reliable way to reconstruct the relative luminosity distribution func-

tion in principle would be from direct observation of SN events along with their neutrino

signal. However, as yet only SN1987A has been observed along with the detection of its

neutrinos/antineutrinos. We require to know neutrino fluxes of different flavors from a

number of galactic SN with a range of stellar mass and initial conditions before collapse to

have information about the possible variation in φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

. This might take decades and

8Note that Pc = P̄c = 1 gives back the SN flux without collective oscillation [18]. Pc=P̄c=1 for NH
and Pc=0 above Ec with P̄c=1 for all energies in IH gives back Table.6.2

9See for e.g. the compilation of model results in [20].
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Figure 7.1: The four specimen distributions used in the calculations. The y-axis gives the distribution
of supernova in arbitrary units.

is clearly not possible in the near future. So we propose that the SN events contributing to

DSNB have various different values of φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

. For quantitative estimates we assume

specific distributions for them. We take φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

distributed log-normally, defined by

the parameters (µ1, σ1) and (µ2, σ2) i.e,

Dν(µ1, σ1) =
e
−(

log(φr
νe

)−µ1
2πσ1

)2

√
2πσ1φr

νe

;Dν̄(µ2, σ2) =
e
−(

log(φr
ν̄e

)−µ2
2πσ2

)2

√
2πσ2φr

ν̄e

. (7.4)

We choose a range of values for µ such that the expectation (mean) values of φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

are compatible with either Lawrence Livermore (equipartition) or Garching simulations.

The parameter σ determines the width of the distribution. Since the variation of φr
νe

and

φr
ν̄e

is expected to be within the 2 fold uncertainty around equipartition [19], the σ’s for the

distributions are chosen such that the distribution is well within the 2 fold uncertainty of

the expectation value. In order to show the effect of the choice of the distribution function

we simulate our results for four widely different distributions for φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

. They are

chosen as follows:

1. The expectation is the equipartition value, i.e 1.5 for φr
νe

and 1.2 for φr
ν̄e

and the

variation is within 2 fold uncertainty of 1.5 and 1.2 respectively. The corresponding
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values of (µ, σ) turn out to be (0.39,0.21) for neutrinos and (0.16,0.24) for antineu-

trino We denote this distributions by D1
νe

and D1
ν̄e

.

2. The expectation is same for both φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

and is taken as 1, the σ is chosen as

stated above. Hence the distributions for νe and ν̄e are identical and is defined by

the parameters (µ, σ) ≡ (−0.03, 0.28). We denote this distribution by D2
νe

and D2
ν̄e

.

3. The expectation is taken to be the same as the Garching simulations [14], i,e 0.8

for both the νe and ν̄e and the distributions parameterized by (µ, σ) ≡ (−0.23, 0.20)

are the same. We denote this distribution by D3
νe

and D3
ν̄e

.

4. We consider the distribution to be constant between 0.45-2.55 for φr
νe

and 0.45-2.05

for φr
ν̄e

, with a normalization factor of 1
2.1

and 1
1.6

respectively. We denote this case

by D4
νe

and D4
ν̄e

.

The four specimen distributions for φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

are shown in fig. 7.1. By definition the

log-normal distribution functions D1, D2 and D3 are normalized to unity. The choice of

our normalization factors for the uniform distribution functions in D4 ensures that they

are normalized to unity as well. We can see from the figure that D3 has the narrowest

spread in the relative flux while the uniform distribution D4 has the widest. For simplicity

we have chosen distribution functions that are independent of the redshift z.

The differential number flux of DSNB with the ith distributions is given by

F
′i
ν (Eν) =

c

H0

φr
νemax
∫

φr
νemin

φr
ν̄emax
∫

φr
ν̄emin

zmax
∫

0

RSN(z)Fν(E, φ
r
νe
, φr

ν̄e
)

×Di
νe

(φr
νe

) Di
ν̄e

(φr
ν̄e

)
dz dφr

νe
dφr

ν̄e
√

Ωm(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ

, (7.5)

where Di
νe

(φr
νe

) and Di
ν̄e

(φr
ν̄e

) are the number of supernovae in between the interval φr
νe

to

φr
νe

+ dφr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

to φr
ν̄e

+ dφr
ν̄e

, respectively. Fν(E, φ
r
νe
, φr

ν̄e
) is the neutrino flux of each

SN with initial relative flux combination φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

at a redshift z. zmax is taken as 5,

whereas φr
αmin and φr

αmax are chosen from the 2 fold uncertainty around expectation of the

respective distribution. The upper panel in fig. 7.2 shows the antineutrino DSNB flux (in

logarithmic scale) for NH and the lower panel shows the flux for IH with P13= 1. In both
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Figure 7.2: ν̄e fluxes for NH(upper panel) and IH (lower panel) with small θ13 ( P13= 1).

panels flux is shown for all of our different distribution (D1-D4) of φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

. In fig. 7.2

we also plotted flux for the case without any distribution of φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

but specific value

(0.8, 0.8) for the initial relative fluxes (φr
νe

,φr
ν̄e

). From the flux figures it is evident that

the different distributions give similar DSNB flux. To check whether the small differences

in their profile are measurable or not we next calculate the corresponding event rates in

different detectors.

7.2 DSNB Event Rates and Hierarchy Measurement

In this section we will very briefly describe the detectors available for DSNB detection

as we already had a detailed discussion of detectors in chapter. 6. Since the DSNB

fluxes are very small, they are expected to be observed in either very large detectors or

in reasonable size detectors with very large exposure times. Our previous analysis in

chapter. 6 pointed out the fact that the only reasonable size detector running currently

is the Super-Kamiokande (SK) [21] and amongst the proposed large detectors which have
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2.5 Mton-yr GD+2.5 Mton-yr
Model Hierarchy (19.3 - 30.0) (10.0 - 30.0)

(MeV) (MeV)

D1 NH 76±9 280±17
IH (P13 = 0) 92±10 319±18
IH (P13 = 1) 80±9 288±17

(1.5, 1.2) NH 75±9 281±17
IH (P13 = 0) 98±10 332±19
IH (P13 = 1) 75±9 280±17

D2 NH 88±10 307±18
IH (P13 = 0) 103±11 350±19
IH (P13 = 1) 76±9 280±17

(1.0, 1.0) NH 102±11 340±19
IH (P13 = 0) 103±11 341±19
IH (P13 = 1) 77±9 295±18

D3 NH 98±10 334±19
IH (P13 = 0) 113±11 379±20
IH (P13 = 1) 70±9 258±16

(0.8, 0.8) NH 112±11 378±20
IH (P13 = 0) 113±11 378±20
IH (P13 = 1) 70±9 260±17

D4 NH 82±9 297±18
IH (P13 = 0) 97±10 335±19
IH (P13 = 1) 79±9 283±17

(1.5, 1.25) NH 77±9 286±18
IH (P13 = 0) 97±10 330±19
IH (P13 = 1) 76±9 285±17

Table 7.2: Number of expected events per 2.5 Megaton-year of a water Cherenkov with
SK like resolution and in a similar detector with Gadolinium loaded.
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low energy threshold are the megaton water Cherenkov detectors [22, 23, 24], Gadolinium

enriched water Cherenkov detectors [25], very large liquid scintillator detector (LENA)

[26] or very large liquid Argon detector [27, 28, 29]. As we have seen that apart from the

liquid Argon detector, none of the other detectors hold much promise for the detection

of DSNB νe, whereas the antineutrino events in Mton water C̆erenkov detectors has huge

potential compared to these much smaller neutrino νe detectors. Even the proposed

large liquid scintillator detector (LENA) which mainly detects antineutrino events is also

predicted to have substantially smaller number of events compare to the megaton water

C̆erenkov detectors. Therefore, in rest of this discussion we will focus only on the detection

possibilities for the DSNB ν̄e fluxes in Mton water C̆erenkov detectors. The idea is to look

at the highest possible near future detection capabilities and analyse the DSNB and its

hierarchy detection sensitivity by including the effect of the proposed distribution of SN

over relative fluxes.

All the water C̆erenkov detectors use the inverse beta decay ν̄e + p −→ n + e+ inter-

action for detecting DSNB fluxes. The only difference between them would be in terms

of their energy window of sensitivity for the DSNB. Water detectors use the neutrino

energy (Eν) window 19.3 MeV to 30.0 MeV [21], whereas for Gadolinium loaded water

detectors the detection window is between 10 MeV and 30 MeV [25]. We show the total

number of events for 2.5 Mton-yr exposure in water detectors and 2.5 Mton-yr exposure

in Gadolinium loaded water detectors in the third and fourth columns of Table.7.2. The

number of events are shown for the four different specimen distributions. Results are

shown separately for P13 = 1 and P13 = 0 when the neutrino mass hierarchy is inverted

(IH) . For the NH, there is no dependence of the ν̄e flux on P13, as one can see from

Table.7.1 . In each case we also show for comparison the number of events expected when

φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

are fixed at their respective mean values of the distribution 10. Observing a

variation of the number of events changing the φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

for these examples without

any distribution is an important indicator of how inclusion of distribution can change the

DSNB event numbers.

10For the uniform distribution D4 we took the central values of the widths as their representative mean.
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Figure 7.3: Upper panel shows the number of expected DSNB events in 2.5 MtonYr of Gadolinium
loaded water detector for normal (NH) and inverted (IH) hierarchies (for IH, P13 = 1 ) as a function of
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). The lower panel shows the change of η as a function of φr
νe

(= φr
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).

We next turn our attention to the possibility of measuring the neutrino mass hierarchy

using DSNB detection. For the distribution examples D1, D2 and D4 the difference of

number of events between NH and IH (both P13 = 1 and P13 = 0) seems to be within the

statistical uncertainty. Whereas for the distribution D3, though the difference in number

of events between NH and IH (with P13 = 1) decreases significantly compared to the

without distribution case, the difference is still greater than the statistical uncertainty.

To probe this variation of hierarchy sensitivity with the distribution further let us define

the quantity

η =
|NNH −NIH |

NNH
, (7.6)

which gives a measure of the hierarchy sensitivity of the experiment. The quantities NNH

and NIH are the number of expected DSNB events when the hierarchy is normal and

inverted, respectively. We note some general features of the quantity η, in Table. 7.2.

Firstly, we can see that the relative hierarchy difference η depends on the mean value of

φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

. Secondly, for a given < φr
νe
> and < φr

ν̄e
> it also depends on the distribution

function involved.
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For a better understanding of the first issue, we show in the upper panel of fig. 7.3

the variation of the number of events for both the NH and IH cases, as a function of the

relative luminosity factor. The analysis is again done for the small mixing angle limit

(P13 = 1) for IH, as it is the more challenging limit from the experimental point of view.

We show this for 2.5 MegatonYears of Gadolinium doped water detector11. For simplicity

we have taken φr
νe

= φr
ν̄e

in this figure and we do not take any distribution function into

account. The lower panel shows the corresponding η as a function of φr
νe

= φr
ν̄e

. We see

that η has a very complicated dependence on the relative initial luminosity functions. The

variation of η with φr
νs actually depends on several factors like difference between split

pattern of NH and IH, the split/swap energies, the initial relative flux of νe, ν̄e and νx.

It is rather high for very low values of φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

. It starts decreasing as the value of

φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

increase until it becomes zero around φr
νe

= φr
ν̄e
≃ 1.05, thereafter it increases

for a short while until it reaches a (local) maximum at around φr
νe

= φr
ν̄e

≃ 1.25. Beyond

that the value of η decreases again reaching zero at around φr
νe

= φr
ν̄e
≃ 1.55, after which

it increases again. The most noteworthy thing in the upper panel of this figure is that the

number of events for inverted hierarchy has almost linear dependence on φr
νe

= φr
ν̄e

on both

sides of the maximum which comes around φr
νe

= φr
ν̄e

≃ 1.25. For the normal hierarchy

one sees departure from linearity around φr
νe

= φr
ν̄e

≃ 1.1. This feature is crucial in

determining the effect of the distribution function on the hierarchy sensitivity. The effect

of taking the distribution function into account boils down to creating a weighted average

of the number of events, where the weights are determined by the distribution itself. For

the log-normal case the weights are driven by the mean and width of the distribution,

which we parameterize in terms of µ and σ. The effect of any distribution can thus be

understood with the help of fig. 7.3.

To show the effect of the distribution function we continue to stick to the simplified

scenario where φr
νe

= φr
ν̄e

and show in fig. 7.4 the relative difference η as a function of the

11Most of the results shown in this chapter is for megaton class Gadolinium doped water detector to
show the impact of the relative initial luminosity and its distribution on the hierarchy measurement using
DSNB fluxes. The corresponding sensitivities for smaller scale detectors can be calculated trivially using
these numbers.
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Figure 7.4: Relative difference (η) of number of expected events in normal and inverted hierarchy, per
2.5 Megaton-year in a Gadolinium loaded SK like detector. For the IH case we consider small mixing
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0.20. The x axis denotes the expectation of φr

νe

and φr
ν̄e

for the chosen sigma. Here expectation of φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

are taken to be same i,e µ1 = µ2. The errors shown are the statistical errors only.

expectation value 〈φr
νe
〉(= 〈φr

ν̄e
〉). Here again we take P13 = 1 for IH. We consider log-

normal distribution for the relative luminosities12 and show η for five different values of σ

which controls the width of the distribution. The values and error bars on η correspond

to a statistics of 2.5 Megaton-Year data in Gadolinium loaded water detector. The lowest

panel with σ = 0 corresponds to the case where we keep φr
νe

(φr
ν̄e

) fixed and for this case

there is no effect of the distribution. This case is similar to that in the lower panel of

fig. 7.3. We see that without the effect of the distribution function almost all values

of φr
νe

(= φr
ν̄e

) would give hierarchy sensitivity to at least 1σ C.L., while for lower values

of the relative luminosity the sensitivity can be seen to be rather good. As we increase

σ the sensitivity is seen to go down for all value of the relative luminosity. We find

that even for very small values of σ = 0.05, there is almost no hierarchy sensitivity for

〈φr
νe
〉(= 〈φr

ν̄e
〉) ∼> 1. As σ increases this pattern remains the same, though the sensitivity

keeps falling for all values of 〈φr
νe
〉(= 〈φr

ν̄e
〉). In the above analysis, σ is considered in a

12Our conclusions remain fairly robust against the choice of the distribution function. We have explicitly
checked this by repeating fig. 7.4 with uniform distribution and normal distribution. However, we do not
present those results as they follow the same pattern that we get for the log-normal distribution.
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small range. The idea was to avoid deviating too much from the simulated values of the

relative initial luminosities. If the actual variations of φr
νs for all past supernovae are much

larger than the range considered here, then the difference between predicted events for

NH and IH would decrease even further, and this could washout the hierarchy sensitivity

even for the low φr
ν cases.

7.3 Discussion

In this chapter we studied the prospects of measuring the neutrino mass hierarchy from

observation of the DSNB signal in terrestrial detectors. This study is unique as this is the

first time that distribution of the source SN with initial relative neutrino and antineutrino

fluxes has been taken into account. It is natural that different SN would emit neutrino and

antineutrino fluxes with slightly different initial conditions, depending on the properties

of the progenitor star. This is particularly relevant in the context of collective oscillations,

where the multiple split patterns depend crucially on the initial relative fluxes. Since the

actual distribution function of SN with the initial relative fluxes are unknown, we chose

four specimen distribution functions, which have a mean corresponding to the value from

SN simulations and a width such that almost all the values are within a factor of two of the

mean value. We worked with three log-normal and one uniform distribution. We presented

the DSNB fluxes for all the four distributions for both normal and inverted hierarchies.

We showed the total predicted number of ν̄e events in water detectors, both with and

without Gadolinium. The log-normal distribution is characterized by its mean value and

its variance. These are parameterized in terms of the variables µ and σ. We studied

the dependence of the hierarchy sensitivity to the mean and variance of the log-normal

distribution function. We concluded that the hierarchy sensitivity in this experiment had

a crucial dependence on the mean value of the relative initial luminosity φr
νe

and φr
ν̄e

. The

sensitivity has a predominantly non-linear dependence on 〈φr
νe
〉 and 〈φr

ν̄e
〉, being higher

for lower values of these quantities. The effect of the variance parameterized by σ is to

reduce the hierarchy sensitivity for all values of the mean 〈φr
νe
〉 and 〈φr

ν̄e
〉. We found that

even for very moderate values of σ ≃ 0.05, there is almost no hierarchy sensitivity in the

very small mixing angle limit for 〈φr
νe
〉 = 〈φr

ν̄e
〉 ∼> 1.
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusions

8.1 Summary

In this thesis we have explored the signatures of neutrino mass and mixing in the

supernova neutrino spectra and detection. We analyzed different split patterns of SN

neutrino spectra and derived the limits on neutrino relative fluxes for a successful heavy

element nucleosynthesis inside SN. We have studied the effect of neutrino oscillations on

the diffuse supernova neutrino background.

In chapter 2 we have presented the basic ideas of neutrino oscillations, both in vacuum

and matter.

In chapter 3 we have discussed the present understanding of stellar core collapse. In

this brief discussion we presented the various stages of neutrino emission from the core

collapse supernova.

Chapter 4 describes the basic aspects of collective oscillation arising from neutrino-

neutrino interaction in a SN environment. Here we have assumed a 2-flavor analysis of

collective oscillation where the third flavor is unaffected by this neutrino-neutrino inter-

action. We have identified the variation of split patterns in final SN neutrino spectra

depending on the initial relative flux. We have carried out this analysis for different

models of initial SN neutrino spectra for both hierarchies. We have found that the in-

verted hierarchy(IH) has more interesting split features than normal hierarchy(NH). For

NH, other than the very low values almost the whole initial relative flux parameter space

shows no split or no effect of collective oscillation. The low values of initial relative flux

give rise to only single splits in the spectrum. Whereas for IH we found some six different

possible split patterns depending on the values of initial relative flux of different flavors.
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Most interestingly in IH one can get double splits in the spectrum which can give distin-

guishable signature from the NH. However for some range of the the parameter values,

IH was also found to give no spectral split like NH.

In chapter 5 we have discussed the possibility of getting allowed regions in the relative

flux parameter space for r-process nucleosynthesis. We have considered the impact of the

collective oscillations and the spectral splits on the electron fraction Ye, which determines

if the environment is neutron-rich and compatible with r-process nucleosynthesis or not.

Since spectral splits modify the electron neutrino and antineutrino spectra in the region

where r-process is postulated to happen, and since the pattern of spectral splits depends

on the initial conditions of the spectra and the neutrino mass hierarchy, we have showed

that the condition Ye < 0.5 required for successful r-process nucleosynthesis will lead to

constraints on the initial spectral conditions, for a given neutrino mass hierarchy.

Our analysis has found that the parameter space allowed by r-process was much more

constrained in case of IH than that of NH. The part of the parameter space where electron

antineutrino flux is much larger than electron neutrino flux seems to be the only region

where r-process is allowed in IH. The reason is the abundance of spectral splits in the

IH compared to NH. Moreover we also found that stronger constraint on Ye reduces the

allowed parameter space. Thus the exclusion plots for IH and NH for various constraints

like electron fraction (Ye) less than the values 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.50 show that the allowed

parameter space shrinks as the allowed Ye values are decreased.

In chapter 6 we have discussed the Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Background (DSNB)

in the context of collective neutrino oscillation. We have calculated the neutrino fluxes

including the effect of collective and MSW oscillation. Earlier considerations of matter

induced resonances are followed by incorporating the ‘collective’ effects in the high density

central regions of the core.

The whole analysis has been done for the simplistic scenario of collective effects, where

for antineutrinos in NH there is no swap and the whole spectrum is swapped for IH. In

contrast for neutrinos the swap in IH is taken to occur at the critical energy (Ec = 7MeV )

and the NH spectrum is kept unaltered. We have showed that for the situations with dif-

ferent SNe having the same neutrino spectral split patterns the hierarchy distinction may
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be possible with future megaton water Cherenkov detectors. In this collective conversion

picture we have calculated that the event rate as a function of θ13 and find that they could

be different from previous estimates by upto 50%, for small values of θ13.

In chapter 7 we have proposed the idea of probing the variation of DSNB with the

initial relative neutrino flux. DSNB flux comes from a superposition of the fluxes from all

past SNe. Since the initial flux conditions are expected to be sensitive to the properties

of the progenitor star and since we have a whole distribution of stars which end as SN,

realistically one should not take all supernovae to have the same relative neutrino and

antineutrino flux. So we have considered the distribution of SN as functions of the rel-

ative fluxes and calculated the event numbers averaged over the distributions. Thus the

observation of different split patterns in the spectra are incorporated in the calculation of

DSNB. The main focus have been on checking the effect of the distribution of supernovae

with initial flux on the possibility of distinguishing neutrino mass hierarchies via the ob-

servation of the DSNB signal. As the actual distribution of SNe with the initial fluxes

are not available to us, we have parameterized this by different distributions like log nor-

mal, uniform. We have calculated the DSNB event rate averaged over these distributions

mainly for antineutrinos in both hierarchies with very small mixing angle (θ13 < 10−5).

Our analysis in chapter 6 with simpler collective picture has shown that if all past

SNe were to produce identical ν̄e fluxes, then it would be possible to distinguish the

normal from the inverted hierarchy using the DSNB signal even for very small θ13 with

megaton-class water Cherenkov detectors. However the calculations in chapter 7 have

demonstrated that once the distribution of the fluxes from all SNe are taken into account,

the situation becomes more complicated. In the scenario of low mean values of the initial

flux ratio distribution, the mass hierarchy determinability through DSNB has been found

to survive the averaging, though the difference decreases significantly with respect to the

one without the distribution. However for larger values of initial flux ratio it becomes

impossible to distinguish hierarchy through DSNB once the distribution is taken into

account.
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8.2 Future Outlook

In the last few years the whole subject of supernovae neutrinos has evolved a lot. The

understanding of MSW oscillation in SN early in this decade has been followed by the new

developments of collective oscillation. In fact the studies involving collective oscillations

have seen a huge evolution in last two-three years. The analytic understanding of all

the related processes still need a lot of clarifications. Topics like multi angle analysis,

effect of solar mass squared difference on collective oscillation and effect of non standard

interaction need more analysis. In fact success of the widely used simpler single angle

approximation compared to the realistic but very involved multiangle angle analysis is

yet to be properly explained. In future these problems on the general structure of the

collective oscillations need to be addressed.

Another problem that needs attention is the analysis of the r-process nucleosynthesis

in a more detailed way. Details like neutrino interaction on heavy nuclei and α-particle

during r-process are needed to be incorporated. Analysing this r-process problem in light

of sterile neutrinos and collective oscillation seems really important.

In future one also needs to investigate DSNB, as one realizes that there are several

areas that need improvement in the DSNB estimation. For example, instead of considering

the collective oscillations driven by only atmospheric mass squared difference one can also

consider solar mass squared difference. Basically the complete three flavor analysis of the

problem may give interesting results. Again adding multiangle analysis to the collective

effect solutions would make the results more precise. So the area of collective oscillations

of supernova neutrinos and its connection to issues of neutrino physics and supernova

explosions alongwith r-process nucleosynthesis will continue to be an exciting field of

research.
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